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Paynter Urges License Bill for 'All
Users of Morphine to Dis-
courage Use.
•
A FINE BILL IS PRO-
POSED FOR MAGISTRATES.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 7.—The ju-
-Jitney committee of the senate took
favorable action on three bills. One
is the Ward bill, making it unlawful
for any official of the state, county
or city to accept a railroad pass. It
also Wok favorable action on the
hill appropriating $so,000 for a tuber-
culosis 'hospital, Po,000 annually for
maintenance and authorizing the guy
ernor to appoint five commissioners.
The Spence bill, giving relief to
the attorney general, was the third.
This bib gives the attorney general
one deputy, one assistant, a law clerk
and stenographer. The bill is to be
reported amended. It oaiginally prq
vided for two assistants and ten
stenographers. It comes as a com-
promise between the Linn bill, which
had the backing of the aunitor, and
the original Si:meet bill, which had
the backing of %the attorney general.
The Linn bill only provided fin one
assistant to be named by the audi-
tor, and a law clerk. The Lion bill
will not be reported.
The conunittee on public health
teok favorable action on Represents-
rive Paymens bill which requires all
users of morphine to take out a Ii-
and to pay a fee It is in-
tended to discourage the use of this
drug as a habit. At he same time
the onnmittee took unfavorable ac-
tion on a bill which required drug-
gists to pay their annual fees to the
• county clerks instead of the secre-
tary of state board of pharmacy.
This bill was designed to nullify the'
effect of the pharmacy law ann was
tipposed by practically all the drug-
gists in the mate.
The printing committee took fa-
vorable action on the bill requiring
sheriffs to pablieh notices of all rates
ic newspapers of general circulation
rind also one requiring,. ontiocils. to
Publish ordinances in cities of the
fourth class.
The judiciary committee of the
house heard argument on Represent
alive Simmons fellow-servants bill.
Action was deferred until later in the
week. Mr. Simmons is confident
his committee will repnrt the bill
favorably and that it will pass the
house.
, Magistrate Henry Robb, of Louis-
ville, has been in Frankfort with a
bill to give magistrates outside of
cities of 2,60o inhabitants it yearly
salary of noaoo.
Mr. Robb said the magistrates all
over the state had held a meeting
and had determined to ask for this
salary, but they had left out the
magioratea of districts adjoining
cities. The bill gives the magis-
trates supervision over the construc-
tion of roe& and bridges and their
repair with imwer to employ a civil
engineer on any disputed question.
The bill was handed to Representa-
tive Gates, It is. Mr. Gates' opin-
ion that if such a bill should pass as
drawn, the supervisors of the roads
in Jefferson 'county would he taken
from the focal. court arid put into
tne hand sof the four magistrates in
the county outside of LOttisville.
SC"... change, will be made before
the hill is _introduced if it is intro-
, duced at all.
TOOKMORPHINE
NYLON MORRISON HAD NAR-
ROW ESCAPE FROM
DEATH.
He Took a Large Dose of This
Poiewi, But Do Bass Brought
Him Around All Right.
Last night about to o'clock nylon
'Morrison of 1250 South Sixth street,
terne near losing his life through the
morphine route, antinit is claimed he
took the drug on al:count of a mis-
understanding with his sweetheart
who lives in thatnyincinity. To the
nes spaper the family claims he did
tot try to commit suicide, While
other state this is what they were
told prompted the set.




Jimmie' &matt of Symeonn, Crts
County Keleased on nietog
Only One Slug.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing- Jinfietmlap,000loreds. was given
a contirance ugtil today of the
charge of obtainin money under false
pretenses.
It is claimed that Dunlap went to
Leander Reeves, who owns a horse
and wagon, and told Reeves that if
the latter would lend him. (Dewlap)
the rig, ewe Dunlap could make a
dollar 'Wanting a woman, and would
give Reeves half. Reeves turned the
outfit over to him, and it is claimed
that Dunlap 'then went to E. Y. Foie-
man and mortgaged the outfit for $s
by pretending it belonged to him.
Willis Dunlap, was arrestednfor this
charge of obtaining money under false
member of the family, he was die-
mis
John Moore was disrnissed of the
charge of being disorderlyeon the
streets.
A fine of $1 kilts assesse against
Jinarnie Surratt of Symsoni • Graves
county, of the charge of bet drunk.
'Henry Patterson was fin $r and
costs fot being dunk and
Until today was continued, the mur-
der charge sonnet Clarence iii!Vor
colored, who killed George •NinWernat




i,MR HARRY JOHNST0 HON-
ORED AT BEAVERS'
ASSEMBLY'.
Mr. Harry Johnaton will return
today from Memphis, Tenn., where
he stopped over for the Elks' dedi-
cation ceremonies, while en route
back from Birmingham. Ala., where
he attended the national lodge meet-
ing for the Beavers of the United
States, as delegate from the local
order or dam. He left her: Sunday
for tibe big Birmingham gathering
that was participated in by several
hundred delegates front over the
country, that session being held
Monday. Tuesday he left the Ala-
bama city for Memphis, Where he ar-
rived yesterday, and tomes back to-
day with the other Paducah Elks
who went down to participate in the
Bluff City ceremonies that are in
honor of the completion of the big
home constructed there by the Elks.
Durihg the gathering Mr. Johnston,
eas honored by being chosen su-
preme , guardian, while Mr. Harry
W. English is re-elected supreme
secretary, he being the gentleman
who erganized the local lodge, and
IA a entlue of Mr. James E. 4aft-
hob, the former Peducahan who *to
te Shreveport, La., last month to en-
tre the brokerage business. 
TheAnfull &al roster is as follows.
Supreme president, Frank F. Con-
way, Mobile; supreme vice president,
A. G. Mann, Knoxville; supreme
chaplin, George If. Ottzer„ Union,
S. C.; snprerne guide, W. P. Gunn,
Bessttser, Ala.; supreme sentinel, W.
M. Chapman, Tampa, Fla.; trustee,
C. L. Tarbert, Columbus, Ga.; su-
preme 'guardian, II. G. Johnston, Pa-
ducah. Ky.; supreme medical director,
T. J. Bickley, Birmingham. Harry
W. English, supreme secretary; liar-
ry Haynes, supreme treasurer; W.
H. Fruiticer. supreme organizer, and
W. P. Craesin, supreme councillor,
elected last year, holds for a period
en five years.
Other Orders-. -
This evening nig/node lode of
Odd Fellows will meet at the Fra-
ternity buildinge while tomorrow
evening Mangum lodge gathers in
regular session at the. same place.
The Beavers meet tomorrow night
at the Elks' hall' on North Fourth,
While she Red Mtn hold their week-
ly gathering tomorrow evening also,
at their hall on North rourth. To-
night Olive camp Woodmen • of the
World meets over Walker's drug
store at Fifth and Broadway, and tee
morrne, night Jersey -amp eeneete
over Broadfhoth grocery at 'Third
and Elizabeth streets.
The Nashville, Tenn., Eagles arc
inilowing suit to the Paducah lodge,
by preparing to construct a hand-
some club beading there for the or-
der. The total brethren !ease their
club room . quarters, at Sixth and
Broadway.




Sister of Mrs Mangrum Says She




• Regarding the retarder of 'her sister,
Mrs.. Mlangruen of Nianyille, Tenn.,
whose body was found in the river
at Cairo and passed Paducah, Mrs.
Logan Trotredale, gave out the fol-
lowing statement in Nashville:
"I have just arrived from Jackson,
vrthere the body of my sister *as ex-
humed today and the stomach re-
named. I made no statement in
Jackson to the effect that parties hid
murdered my sister in Nashville
through a conspiracy, or that a prev-
ious attempt had 'been made. If I
made such a statement it was while
unaware of what I was saying. What
I remember to have said was that
from what I could learn, which is no
*Cre than is known to the publ
ic, I
ieved that my sister did not leave
Naefrville and that When the guilty
ones are found they will be found
here. While nothing tangibk has
'been discovered, I am satisfied that
the detectives are (king all that it
possible towards finding the guilty
ones, and believe that it will not be
long before they are brought to jus-
tice. I wieh to say that any reflec-
tion on my brother-in-law is without
foundation. Our family holds him in
the highest esteem and he was
aretached to 'his wife.
The local detectives are at work
on the case but have not found a
Chit to work on. They are reticent
about giving out anything hut it is





114., Feb. 7.—" \Dore Arneri-
babies" is the motto of Mayor
Beall, of Alton, who has an-
nounced his candidacy for omgrese.
When asked what he would no in
congress, lie said: "I have already
decided to introduce a bill to make
•men who refute to accept the respon-





Witriesates in Onne of the Cases
Notified to Be Ready on
Thursday.
Newark, Feb. 7.—Witnesses in
one of tile life insurance cases which
have been under examination by the
district attorney's office were notified
today to be in readiness to appear
before the grand jury Thursday.
This will be the first active step
to be takep by District Attorney
Jerome in the criminst prosecution of
life insurance offenders.
Whether an extraordinary grand
jury wnl fie impaneled later depends
upon the uitsn,ih and character of the
cases which thr district attorney
slhall decide as deserving of criminal
indictment.
Mr. Jerome, it is stated, has prac-
tically decidedsorpon a large number
of prosecution's and is only awaiting
the publication of the report of the
legislative investigating committee
for the additional light it will *row
on some matters invented.
ORDER ALDERMAN TO RESION
Otherwise Kuallog‘ on, 'Ms. Man Will
Be Preeeeuted for Larceny.
Muskegon, Mich., Feb. 6.----A de-
cided sensation was serener in the
city this afternoon when it became
known that the resignation of Alder-
man Charles Vannerlinde of the
eighth ward had been demanded, with
an alternative nc leas serious than a
possible prosecution for larceny. The
accesation, against Vanderlinde wonid
be made by the Lalceside Fuel and
Ice company of Muskegon. which ac-
cuser' the andeeman of appropriating
to his ewe *sc coal which was the
property of the company.„
a
ANNA GOULD




Wife Was Left An Enormous For-




Pane Feb. 7.—It is definitely
known that Count liken de Castel-
lanie will receive no "alimony" from
his wife. Countess de Castellane,
fortnerly Anna Gould, of New York,
who is suing for divorce in the Paris
courts.
The will of the late Jay Gould,
who left his daughter, Anna, about
$aa000.000, provided that this was a
toot fund, to be reserved entirely for
his deughter, and in no way to be-
cob* conflicted with, her husband's
estate, the entire proceeds to be paid
te his daughter.
As this will was filed- in Americo
and Countess de Castellane's fortune
o there, and as her interest is paid
her raver, the Count cannot attack
it in any way in France.
The Countess is greatly worried
and weeps mulch over the innocent
questions of her three children, who
are constantly asking where their
fariber is. They know nothing yet of
the !seeding divorce.
The Count has proven a good
letter writer, sending hold a dozen
letters a day to the Countess, who'
has answered none.
The divorce suit was filed yester-
day. nudge Henry 'Dine, of the
Court of First Instance, before whom
it was filed, endeavored to effect a
reconciliation, but the Countess wtts
fires in her determination to secure
the divorce and the case will be tried..
It will occupy three months.
MAJORITY'S REPORT
WILL FAVOR DREWRY
Admits Fraud in the Twelfth Ward,
but Still Finds in His Favor.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 7.—The
Dailey'-Drewry contest board will
make its report tomorrow. The ma-
jerity report will be in favor of
Drewry. It admits fraud in the
Twelfth ward, but discarding that
ward says Drewry received a major-
ity of votes in the Eleventh ward.
A minority report will be offered by
Halbert, republican. 5rnett and
Shellman, democrats, it is said, 'have
not yet signed either report.
The house committee on public
health decided tonight to report form
ally Paynter's bill, No.. 272, to pre-
vent the formation of "dope fiend"
habit.
Other cemmittees were scheduled
to meet, but did not get a quorum.
BRUCE SENT
HOME
CAME TO TOWN YESTERDAY
AND RENEWED FRIEND-
SHIP WITH JAG,
Yesterday Bruce Gillum came to
town from his country home and gut
good and drunk but through the
good graces of Officers Johnson arid
Hessian, was not arrested but start-
ed on his way !homeward. The pa-
trolmen would rather get him out of
town than be bothered with locking
him up.
Gillum came in on his foxy steed
and was recklessly riding around
through the streets at a high speed.
The patronnen espied him in 'front
of the Grand leader elothing house
on Broadway, standing on the side-
walk jawing with everybody and
holding his horse by the rein. They
pie him iat the saddie, headed him
ot troadAty and gave him the "go
gong." HevillInt. and at a pace that
would put linaircy Hanks to blush.
Drunkenness Charged.
John Davis, colored, was arrested
by Officers Johnson aed Hessian on
ths charge of being drunk.
Steamboatman Arrested.
George Peck was arrested yester-
day by Officers Senior and Dugan on
the charge of striking D. J. Mc-
C'ain. neck work! aboard the steam





MRS. WM. MINNICH OF CHAR-
ITY CLUB, HAD NOT TIME
TO ACT.
M--.
Next Meeting of use orgarinee
tion—Charity Tea Be Given.
Yesterday morning at the meeting
of the Charity club at The Palmer,
with Mrs. Ed P. Noble, the president
of the organization, Mrs. WInliam
latinnich tendered her resignation,
Which was accepted with much reluct-
ance by the members present. Mas.
Mfinnioh has been holding this posi-
tion most ably for the past .few. years,
but now has not time to spare in
looking after-the duties of same,
.hence deemed it advisable to resign
in order some with more spare time,
could be chosen. After accepting
her resignation, the members elected
Mrs. Ed P. Noble to the vacancy,
but as all the members were not pres-
cut during the session the new office
announced she would lwild the place
temornatiiy, until a full meeting could
be held of all members, and then if
it was the desire of them that he
serve, she would willingly do so.
She wants all the good ladies to have
a voice in the election.
The ladies derided to give a char-
ity tea next Tuesday at The Palmer
panacea at which time refreshments
well_ be served, arsd everybody ex-
pected to Meade eorrie small contribu-
tion to the iurid out of which the
good women prosecute their noble
•work. ; Their tea last year was a
most succesafml and largely attended
affair, and resulted in much being
turned into the strong-box of the
club.
It Was thought committees would
'be chosen yesterday to call unson the
public and ask for contributions of
money and everything else,' towarcfs
the good work. This was not done,
despite the fact the business men are
expecting the constnittees• and hun-
dreds have eirPressed themselves as
being more than willing to help the
glorious cause, like they did last
year. Some of the ladies advance the
idea that it is too late in The
'season to solicit ooptribution, but
is not plausible because yester-
day ;lone about thirty-five calls were
made upon the investigating secre-
tary'nfiss Comic Grundy, for assist-
ance, from as many distressed fam-
ilies. The club gets Sitio per month
from the county awl an equal mini
every month from the city oovern-
ment, but this is not enough, by
any means, to successfully prosecute
the work. It is thought that at the
next meetieg, valriohi will be the day
of nie tea, the cotramittees wilt be
'elected and canvass mane.
'Misit Grundy is being kept very
'busy every morning during her office
hours at the coerthouse, where hun-
dreds of applicants come. for assist-
ance, which is given, Olen her assist-
ant examinee into the case and ascer-






Mr. Louis Hassinan Promoted to
Master Mechanic at Qinton, Ill.
—Crazy Engine in Yards.
Contractor William Katterjohn this
morning returns to his- big quarry at
Cedar Bluff on the Louisville divi-
sion, with fifty laborers to work at
the place which lie has been over-
hauling the past few weeks. Col.
Gus Singleton has taken the place of
Superintendent of the "labor bureau"
for the big works and today goes
there with Mr. Katterjohn.
Bury Railroader,
Allen Wilson, the colored rail-
roader who died Monday night at the
hospital on Weft Broadway, will to-
day be buried in Crak Grove cemetery.
Responsible Place.
Wood from Chnton.-111., isi that MT.
LOU1S, Haesanan has been - made mas-
ter mechanic for the I. C. shops there.
He is e brother to Mr. Fred Hass-
man of the Flotarnoy brothers com-
mission house of North First Street
here, and is a scn of Mr. William
Hassiman, formerly master mechanic
for the I. C. here, but now holding
a similar place for the P. & P. U., at
Peoria, Ill.
The Peters Lee got to Cincinnan
yesterday and leaves today bound
for Memphis.
REDUCE EXPENSES




Island Creek Bridge to Be Repaired




Steps looking towards reduction of
expenses in the street cleaning de-
partment were yesterday afternoon
taken at the meeting of the board of
works at their regular weekly ses-
sion in the city hill. In working to-
wards this end the mentbeie directed
a communication to Mayor Yeiser,
requesting him to have the deputy
city jailer go out with the chaingsisg
from the city prison, when there arc
only two or three prisoners avail-
able for work, instead of letting the
deputy remain in jail and an overseer
go out to look after the men.
Joseph Purchase is the deputy
jailer, and the municipal ordinances
prescribe that he shall le overseer
of the chaingang and be in charge
of them when the prisoners are tak-
en out to clean the streets and gut-
ters. Often, though, there are so
many prisoners that there is also
sent out with them Mr. Henry Sea-
mon, an overseer, who gets paid so
much per day for his work, and helps
keep the men at work and prevent
their escape.. Many times, however,
as at present, there are only two OT
three prisoners in the city lockup
and the deputy jailer can by himself
look after them properly while mat
on the public thorougilifares without
assistance Of the forernan.• To cut
off the expense of the foreman, when
he is not necessary, the board of
works wants the mayor to see that
the deputy jailer alone goes out.
An additional communication of tine
nature, requteets the mayor to in-
struct City Jailer Thomas Evitts that
all prisoners or chaingang people are.
under the direct and lone supervision
of Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
when they are out cleaning up the
thoroughfares. By the jailer being
impressed with the fact that the
street inspector 15 superior in charge
in this respect there is no chance for
friction, wh'ic'h has never arisen, but
this precaution will forever prevent
stunt if ocosienon for. misanderstand-
ings ever come up. Street Inspec-
tor Elliott was instructed by the
bosed to do something towards drain
ing off the accumulated rainfall wa-
ter that stands near Eighth and
Jones streets, much to the inconven-
ience of everybody in the vicinity
from whence repeated complaints
have arisen.
Considerable of the board's, time
was' spent in discussing the proposi-
tion to open a new street leading
from out at the extreme end of West
nhnneeeee street through the hollows,
(emit-none atrd rondelite sectien lead-
ing over to the Union depot. After
talking over the matter thoroughly
the members decided that just 29
soon as the present bad spell of
weather disappeared they would be
out its a body, look over the situa-
tion well, and then decide what
eouree the new street shall take. At
present if anyone wants to drive
from, West Temmesee, or even West
flroa ...way to tlinnUnleti depot they
have to come all the way down to
South Ninth streeten then up that
thnrougibfaan to atildwen and Out
to the 'station. There is no other
avenue for them, as hollows interv,ene
the depot and West Tennessee.
Nioeteenth street is to he opened
from Broadway to the end c‘f West
Tennessee, an ordinanee authorizing
this having already been ordeved
drawn up by tile' cite solicitor. Now
it is probable the hew street from
Tennessee to depot will be started
about the peor farm, then throngis
the Quarles croperty, across the
Memphis &ninon of the an. C., and
through the o!omm.nng surroundinc
the "Y" the Louisville an?
Memple • s oi end at the
depot. . • • levied, as ten
denced uoloi taint upon the
matter. Judge Lightfoot is willine
for the poor farm property to be
gone 'through.
The street hope:ter ‘mas insnuctrd
tc repair the brd place* on Meyer.
street, and ntore especially the thea
F
. hhieks moo the •iperage works, it
being in a worse condition than the
balanee. • •
rid e
Taking up the questiouff ee41
• repairs for the two wood
f
n,r crossing Island creek tole t o th
• cunt one at Sixth. Cy F. gin er
„Washington informed the members
that he thought 'it would take about
$60o t7o put the Sixth street ,structure
in graor and safe shape; it being very.
delapidated. reporting to this effect
the oarA djrected a!, cnioto nica 'on
rio, it !itepetal 1 cohuoi/ ialskli jf
j wor slisaialld Holdis tPt A 
mg to take it opon themselves with-
out authority. Street Inspector El-
liott has, fiatished repairing . 1,he
; Fonadhlatreet .structure, hut :the: mEnt
hers warned 'him to keep a close
lookout ou'it,ftel biiiilge, and see that
•it does not 'decline into a dangerous
condition. • • '
Another important improvement
the board has in mind right away is
that of teariirg • away the bridge
spanning Cross creek several hun-
dred feet north of the Union depot
on Caldwell street, - and placing a.
concrete, .culvert that. will. cost sev-
eral 'thoitsand dollars'.' This.' matter'
was brought up for discussion yester
day and it was decided to let the
contract by May anyhow so work on
it could start, iust, as, soon aa possi-
.ble and be hurriedly completed. The
'old bridge is about to fall down at
that place while the culvert will last
forever. The I. C. road agrees to
;furnish the city free of cost enough
rock for the improvement while the
.street railway company will furnish
cement to equal in cost the amount
of rock the I. •C. supplies. Ih this
manner both help bear the expense,
because Caldwell street five ytars He said that
 Nashville, Tenn., had a
.ago was opened largely for their plant Qr this char
acter, and furnished
the 40o street corner are lights there
at lot per y•ear, and he- sees no rea-
son why this reduction in expendi-
tures could not he 'made here with
a fe•w thousands of dollars spent to
put the system' in good shape.
While. here 'he talked over the local
plant with the .soerintendent and
pointed out lgt many details where
expenses could be reduced and as
good) sereiee given. He thinks the
enclosed. arcs ShotiTtf be ntilized they
burning iso hours without being
trimmed, and hundreds of dollars in
that manner Saved in buying carbon.
Regarding private correerns furn-
ishing electrieity Mr. Leake said that
any corporation doing . this always
figures upOn one-third profit being
made. therefore there is no ;reason
why this ctty shauld not do better
by running ' its own p1-apt. than
"farming' it out to the local lighting
c ongsarly.
Mk. Lealce will spend a day or two
.here on. Iris return and show the
municipal atiehorities 'where. ' they
make a mistake in. not continuing use
of the. public.'plant.
. This evening the ad'dermen hold
their regular. s.emi-rrionthly meeting,
but the light corniniiittee will not have
in its report, mak-Nsg recemimenda-
tions along this line.
BE RUN CHEAP
1(E4E I°F irHOUSE -SAYS TH ABE DONE.
joint benefit. The money left over
from last year wilt be taken' to pay
for this needed worn. •
• Mr. Charles Spinner, the car
worker of the I. C.. complained to
the board of bad drainage on Goebel
avenue, and the street inspector waS
`ordtred to iminediately make repairs,
sufficient to carry off -the accumulat-
ei; surface water.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr„
was directed to make a legal report
as• soon as possible on the claim of
'Pahner-Fergitson Mill company, that
they are not • liable for cost of the
paved street work fronting their prop
erty on Third at Elizabeth street.
When the late Banker.Elbridge Pal-
, urn lived he owned the property,
now used by, the mill Fte before
'death sold enough to the city off
the end tO make the public wharf at
. the foot of Elizabeth .street, right at
Third. This sale carried ,with it the
stipulation that the property he• re-
tained alongside' that progosed for
the wharf, was not to be charged
With any public street invprovernerns.
Now Pahner-Fergniiin claim 'that by
this agreement ;they are not liable
for the pared work on Third,street.
The Matter was referred to. the -kir-
itor fpr 'his legal opinion.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott re-
Ported tó the' board showing exactly
ivhat toe the $2$45 worth of gravel'
,lought during January, was put tri*
around over the city. Some one had
raised the question that this amount
01 gravel for one month was out 'of
rcason, but Mr. Elliott showed every
loan h4d been pin to good ust
. , •
He Will Come Back From Mernphi
Tenn., Tomorrow to Submit Fig-
s-
li7M718}1(1
Mr laeake of the big Westinghouse
electrical company, was 'here yester-
-day from IlttAxtre, and- list
nifitht wtral. oil to MleurPhis,. Tenn„
but expects bo. torte. back tomorrow
to submit propositions to the city
authorities of this place, looking to-
wards placing the municipal power-
house on Madison between Ninth and
Tenth streets ,in first class condition.
Mr. Leake is a thorough electrical
man who has installed some of the
largest and rnost costly. plants the
world over for his leading house. He
was not here ion enough to talk
'over 'in- detailed form; 'yesterday,
this question with the public offieials.
MA 'did inform them the platit could
he run very march cheaper and' better
service given 'Whik. here he talked
iwith'Mayor Yeiser, Alderman Miller,
Supt. Keehler of the light' plant, and
many others
Mr. Lealce thinks the cif's- should
install an alternating current system,
which is of the kind that can furnish
electric light and power to business
houses, and thereby be a -source 'of
great revenue to -the public treasury,
through this service • given citizens.
VALENTINE DANCE
BALL . INTENDED I3Y COTIL-




Olive Canap Entertained With Hand-
Decision Was Reached by the Rev- some Smo
ker Last Evening--
enue and Taxation Committe 
.
. Harris Kahn Wedding Today.
e.
L
iiiiiiiiv Fran kior t,. lily., Feb. 6. -6-,-At last
night's meeting ,of the joint comnit•
tses on revenue avail taxation:import-
. , ant action was taken 'regarding the
Alin whiclois twits,. presented to the
. hstus.e 'by • t,hti, lattt of the week. In
o isaader to place the measure in., ac-
f eortiance with the rectal decision,. .
..,61‘ _Regarding the tax,ation, of national
- :,L"'alks, ,tt• wait tIceided . to, . tax all
*Wks, both state ant, national, on
t lieir ,abares , of, Mock-instead of their
, oggita; atoe4c. To do this it will be
,4pecrfiusry to abolish private banking-
's.loontripangegt, . of which there are not
-over half a dozen in rlie state, awl to
...force, them lo incorporate: Separate
,hillti,ZavolVmst bota, of, three tneat-
tires will be introduced
The committee also . decided to
istrike out that portion of. the 111(111A:
ure which redneed thin fees of sher-
iffs and to let that part iemain the
'same as -under the present law.
. The section regarding the lice-oe
tax on foreign corporations doing
besincsa in Kentucky, which was re-
erred to a special committee, !has
not yet beere prepared, bat the com-
mittee is working on this and it will
be ready in several days.
CHIEF ASKED TO RESIGN
St. Lottia Police Commissioners Sus-
, /
pend Kelly Front Office..
St. I ouis, 6."-The real
'natirt of Chief of :roliee XiCIY.w •
requtted this efternoon by t she boa
of pollee commissioner* . but the
, chief refusdr to accede to requesit.
thief Kiety said that he had v,n-itteln
the police hoard, refusing to. resign
„rand demanding a trial. Pending the
tOg the poi-kr board suspended Chi f
Kiely and directed Night Chief G
laspy tO act instead and Lieneena t
Wilson to temporarily Serve as acti
night ehittI. The reasons for the r
quest of Chief Kiely's resignation ate
not imadle pubbit. He bas been .Con-
alerted with the police department
for Shirty years..
The Corillit -drib yestetay ,•tiost-
gone ei --the dance intended for last -
Va,jn. jiglit,
Ted-
at lire Palmer. t will be an affair
appropriate to' tlfat festive nocasion,
anskrnatay,wiii lati there, 'VI weather
tosterdiaged., ,pbstponement.
Delightful Smoker.
Last evening Olive camp of the
Viiir'stIktitinj elf the-World gave a trui?t
delightftel smoker at their lodge Twilit
on the Wird floor Over, Walker's drug
store at Fifth and BoYA4wtty. A
large nornher were there and many
entesdaioing •features prevailed.
The night before the ,combined
Woodmen lodges gave their big mas-
toss hall at the Brunswick hall, and
several -hundred ereothere, enjoying
themselves until a late hoar. There
was sold, $300, worth of tickets, and
this money goes to the $issoo fund
•heing rained to. entertain the dele-=
gates who Conte to attend the meet-
ing here the spring of grog of the
Plead Camp "He, that includes all
ir..entucky and Tennessee lodges.
• Clistriniag Affair., • •
NITS, Edwin 'A: Rivets of South
Sixth sve.et entertainedossith a moil
charming, ca're, party %-ft‘terday aft+,
futon, many beirtIr there and spin/lit4g
jwyded aft-Ormolus This afternoon
the *wind' of'the aeries will be given
hY this. popttfar young matron.
Wed This Afternorm.
This After/1000W at 3 Jo o'c loci( 'the)',
will be united in marriage, Mist Lc a
Harris, and Mr. Nicene Kahn at the
home of She bride 3,2o Nortk Fifth
str&n. Rabbi I.ervitdie will officiate
at the nuptials which will be wit-
.The,: sea Club.
, ,
There will ineff 'tomorrow after-
noon The' goo club with Mrs. A. R.
MilYerS Of. ,,West 
Broadway.
, , f







tour of ks.two wee 
SS DE41.
J 'Ws. 41311.1ei!ve ,X9Vriagt...! ( 1 1 . la Publk, friend' .ind ,iatioal,1 
To the. P 1.c,: I desire to inform
'Tomorrow afternoon • 'Mass. Last-,, that I 114y; clisPQsed of. war 1.144urauc.̀
Grilsk*.'et"rt°n" ..tt "W66 a,' business and good will to the well
theirtrill LI aftill 
street. Its , n.sibIts ram
ti 
InC 1., and i;at
Next 'Tuesday evening at the rest- retiring from the business, which I
dente of Arts: William Eades on have conducted in this city for the
e§cm .11„qf ptb,• isotoraper , 041 l yore.. it 0 ;Ott 1
society-6f the. 43 Y me")°,- fiouTilf aciinowledge my iii-
dist church will giv„e, Valentine Tea. debt,litxuaoil lappr rIttielw of the
serving writ..04:de% other refresh-
invents, whie an e client musicale
and literary progra will be
rendered.
:For Chanting Niece.
'Miss Belle Cave was the honored
-guest for the delightful dining given
yesterday 'afternoon: at Stier-lock by
her aunt Mrs. ,GeOrge C. -Wallace at
their horrte on North iktintir street.
It was an•affoir olf Valentine features
and rovers, were laid for fourteen.
• Hend,c*ne DOPE-.
Coverg were. -laid" for ,twenty-eigiit
guests ssho ' enjoyed!' the handsome
dining given last evening at 6 tosolock
by 'Mr." and Mks:. Lonis Harris Of 3zo
North Fifth street, complimentary to
their dertightee, Miss Lena, who this
afternoon, will be united in marriage
to Mr. Eugene Kahn. The course-
hirichron was something elegant, and
the affair was complimentary to the
orst-of-town guests who were: Mr
and Mrs. klex Kahn, Wieita Falls,
Tex.; Mrs Ben Jacobs, Minneapolis,
Minn.; 'Miss Madeline Kahn, Dallas,
Tex.; Mrs. Fred Atlanta.
Ga.; Messrs. .Mlarcos Harris. Cincin-
nati, 0.; Lee Hayti-man, Coltimilms, 0.:
William Rosenfeld, Atlanta, Ga.
FROZEN BODY
BROTHER CAME AND TOOK
BODY TO MAYFIELD YTS-
TERDAY
Police Identify Dead Man as Being
One Who Gave Name of Ed
Givens
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
the remains of the negro Caldwell
froth* to , death at Florence Sta-
tion, wert shipped to Mayfield, from
the Mattil & Efinger undertaking es-
tablishment of this city, where they
were ktrought the night before by
Coroner Fraok Either, gutead alone-
in,g, shipped. direst from Florence, ti4
it was thought would be done:* It
had been reported his name ia-as.Rob
ert Coldnelf, but his brother, Maur
Caldwell, • tame ap from- Mayfield
yesterday and said the dead man
right- name woe Luther Caldwell.
This may be hisl. right name, but •yes
terday mornZi Detective T. J.
Moore am! r John Austin, of
the -patoll wagon. identified hint as
being' the Itettrdtgiviniz the name of.
Ed Gilltesti, who was January math in,
'the police court fined $z1 and costs
for having a Nem with NN'atter
tiolored.oin the- alley running ' iroM
Seiventli to Eighth between Clark
and Atlanta' streets. Givens was re-
Wasted from the rity-locktip only last
So-outlay morning,. having screed-10ot
'his rinse, and Sunday departed; for
heroes 'in Alieyeleld in s' drltaken
condition. nttrol Driver 'Abst
more' positively •idensified tireodarky
than • the. others' -her/rise 16cfore Giv-
ens 
•
was released Officer Aostin gave
Om driver
-alleta-Ud man
had on when found




Frittik -Raker 'Tuessfref brouglit
the borlk here "in ,Vragnit and kft
it at the Mattil lir Mingo- establish-
ment, where it was kept until 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon, when
taken to Mayfield by, the brother,, • •
,who came .a 'ter the corpse. The ne-'
gro wadi frozen so stiff that no
arnonnt of strength could straighten'
put his body. The bitter elements
that drove. life froni...Nsolspdy had so
lisrderied the .ciirpse. what to strike
same-with a piece of iron, attack a'
sharp, clicking noise like hitting two
pieces 9f steel together.. He war
very poorly c)ad and the body had
to be thawed out . before .could, be
laid straight in the :coffin. • . • •, „ •
VAL1,1411Lfir PLANTATION '
s
Pit W FeO 6 —Accotchug tei
a report .cabled , hire trout Havana
two agof,itepa were- being taken.
pripuniete( :Cupan. pffifialslior ;the
purchase of the 'planiatioti capping
San -1-nett itteptu
presenttll' as' ft vreddifrg gfft! to ,Miss
Alice ROolteVeit . It v‘Itv66 •Sisid 1*
President ' Roosevelt wonid not der
cline Ave gi,fS. qn Cg, his dauglir
, in response to ,cable' pt, inouity
Frepident to! ,yavsna, the
following TeP;v visa irtsesped todat;
161av.aSs. :Feb. 6.,--14100 it; t vgill ,ubt:
he. ESTRANDA
So the hill lip which she pregivient
made his famous charge will not be-
come a weddiag ,
a week.
man att.11 cdu ' extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiesesa•for all. , „
R. EDWARD AFIEROOK.
We desire to inform, all of having
brought'the business of Mr: Ashbrook
and &ape ipar a COThattliallItet of the
liberal patronage accorded him.
guaranteeing ill satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ARM L. WEIL & CO.
1I1015R EUROPE P'REE.
The Courief-Joiu-nig to Take
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Courier-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to ..The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, arid the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour': The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of 
the
Courier-Journal are to select 
the
guests for the paper, by ballot. 
It is
estimated That the trip alone 
will
cot the Courier-fournal ab
out $ie,-
000 to say nothing of incident
al and
other necessary expirses. Th
ere may
be a young woman from th
is sect'on
who is a candidate for 
this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal. 
Louirville,
Ky.. for a list of candida
tes and NS
details of the tour.
f. Piper.
•
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL suaiLit imAT
, •
HA3
EVER BpENrOF E PUEIL/Cf.f). eyrf cti leAPERn
A ROfl*iSAI ANA. t.1146416tT4IATCH.
FOR THE WALL lilU4 OF ON 4Y 65 CENTS: -NICE PLAIN PIA_
sIAL DESIGNICEMAT 'OTHERS t,ilp 111141,40144.114 OW1; n.
ROILVlik *Okla 1Y:OU A ONLYPq*OL.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, All NEW AND jil'UTIFUL.-
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIONS AT &e, sac, INC, aocr:
AND UP TO .S3,00. PER SINGLE Whim** IMIRSt*IxofARICASI
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW) PA NELL F.FFECP, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE ANLir-sEVERY couson-w48 ,
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS tTO .•MATCH. 'ALL.
COLORS IN BURLAPS....ALSO HANDSOME 161161 00 • ILPFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSOAtiit
OF HEADINGS, ROOM ILOULDIIiIil PYAlliCS, WIN-
Nine: DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS .AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OP SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVR YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY. • (
Subscribe tor the Daily 
Register.
Delivered to your borne for so 
cents
I 4 2. 1462P
Ten Per Cent Broadway 
investment.







Secogd dstreet,. ioe t
per tit Viler/
'loves . l•rottlnil
tpaatst17 &1 A safe busitr
e,its
ei,h/ In let I
Whittemore Real estate Age
ncy,




AU patties holdtng cIalras arzziola
the estate of Emily Graham, are 
di-
rected to present them to the under-
-signed, properly certified to. els
e
they will be barred, according lo l
aw.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM. .
House at Us..
New kroods ,Satern• avtane house,
2 1I1111,41.105.' walk trOlgi car liog, ton'tts
for V pet isseall :Pays.la per 
cent.
Fraternity building. Bothhont- 835.
1,1•r, •
and elieSP:' Oro4 
gregnhousecrisp 
EDGAR W. W1-1171`ifFIVIORE,
Porteoni Broc: t 
C.O. I_IMM
Corner 3rd &Kentucky Ave.
..The Largest Fortunem. 
jon
.•••
up of single dollars
n account today




You can start for $1. We pay four












Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3e0 Broad-ray.
•••••••-•••••--
Mrs E. L. Whiteside',
OSTEOPATH.
6031/4 Broadway.




130 SOUTH THIRD ST.' PADUC
Ati,
  EFINGLII & CO. 
REAL EfIridimi4sorwmoT '
lADUCAll REAL !ST"WESTERN KENTUCKY PARMA EASY
larkaucity REAL ESTATE4017RAWAur
MICINTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FO,RVA-STMcs
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No a tarfitic.,. btit a, refaOnalfte ,prep- 
. 
I
aratio4 e'Pecially adapted 'or cpugh. JE COULSON












JAIL FIRE THEATRICAL NOTES.
"The Medd anti the MutitreY•"
Richard Cerleer..merty mueical me-
. lenge, "The Maid and the Mummy,"
RATS CARRIED STRAW AND which comes to The Kentucky on
MATCHES BETWEEN FLOOR • next monene night, was one of tete
CEILING. great eigehits of „last season. • The
authcsr, who also is responsible for
"The Tenderfoot" and "The Mayor
of Tokio," was happy M hi' • choice
, notteria,la whey he, wrote "Thy
4tild the 14:12111111Y:"1-and he aiso
was 4.appy, in es colp tht'c 1 ,cone
poser's, for Robert Huod'ilowers has
written some of the catchiest airs for
tie, musical piece that have been
heard' for many seasorts on the .light
opera stage. 'Phis', merry entertain-,
meet 'Matte its great success at the
!eras' York theatre. duplicating it
'held etpoit' iher pubtie in Boston awl
in fact Whefeeir it was preSented.
The story of "The Maid and c- trhe
'iii. two att..
osols rwiatt i actie-inana,
'Washirigton 'Stuhtis, and
Aieopeeto- man, Boliver, .A, scientist.,
Pobb'!is; ghes io'Stebba, search
tee 'fyi a ,utniey u'oon 'Which to .ex-. •
peeitneet wieb les liftegivote eliier,
StObe:paline4esf. Irollver aa
anct' rthe ries41les, 'when the Isiiene
est begins to eXperitnent, nay kveli
he imagined. .Incidental to this
story of elif,,: aW
sr
-..Thise concerns
dthe aughter 'f . ffi ../Mlifrins, Flo,
ineet °mete tde °rearms, a !wealthy
Bhistiliab; There•is atill inorfter. Woe
ittitte; concerning teri actor-manager
and his ex-leading' lady, 'rrixie F.ver-
green, who ite sfly "crazy" about
bee . • •
iemottg- tit1 seVetitteo sotag hits
the greatest ,are "Peculiar Julia," 'I
Veil Lote Weth "My Gas.-
olene Atitomobile,"' "Flo," "Oh, Gee,
le's Great to lie Crazy," and "Seel
Experience.''
AND
*lase Stopped in Iti;In4piericy;
i4Wij;Casa ecomes ' trre
movable.
1 eaterday: morning about 5:3e
eiVock, a small' tire vikitedetifie.couel
ty Jail at Sixt' and 'Clark etteete, bui
:;•• eetifigefelied enfy `t,' If ft
40114t-S:; ,145§4 1;81r, 1114., 'clepirtmen
uieleisy ,ertgeget and Wit ,the ,fire, out
or 416 While - 4341tildetatlit e gee' Dm n
revailed among the prisoners, but i
quickly subsided.
T!te ete. ogegerceeelefei%'tee t!
door, starting laigleteti the floor a





er. prs . 
abour 
e' tiche
IntititTitte trfli rrirrititIn that
oor straw any/ 'I, pigicr, And probabli
etches aisP 1 t VIVA discovered
tcy.iltAZITC„11:re
pleigl' intiltfig4fttitfin; wtuaføti
intact.. -- • -
Mr. Bud Howel
cloned, went to tit
bricsaskofinagst, when
ce7"Alie c:Pof Nemec Gray,
the negress charged' ev.ith breaking
Jie ,e;ereetes's .Jris, • r.sorey
'nerd isis4 "re.nirssee steelt‘ some
weeks' since. eees,ke.elov.e.11' is the
deputy jailer, and •quickly releasing
the presentees freitne their eel's on
that floor,, and rtu•hing then. dovve
the step% 'to the, first 'tier, ' be beh
summoned the fire depart:tient, wifice
quickly an.swreted aridi with
chopped up the third floor and sp3t
ti, the lelaze underneath, where it
errs quickly extingtesited. .
4 The .pritioners inert& the revolving
cage on the iweered and first tiers
• were turned' out when the fire Wa-i
discovcred, and it is fortunate they
did as when the heat from the fir:
was at it. greatest it let settle the
-ceiling to which is festetted the ern
ter rod of the cage. This caused the
rage to settle and it is now impossi-
ble to turn same. If the prisoners
had not been realeased when they
were, and the fire destroyed the jail,
all would hetet in‘t a %edible death.
Today carpenters will commence rt-
cairing the damage and the 'cage
will have to be put back in proper
shape also.
Jailer James Eaker asks The Reg-
o inter to correct the flatranftly erron
.eous statement in the News-Demo-
crat that the fire started from a
cigarette, while 'he also brands as
false the publication by that paper
• that several prisoners nearly es•
• caped, and that yelling and scream
ing prevailed.
SMITH CHARGES
THEY MAY NOT BE DROPPED
AGAINST HIM AT LOUIS-
VILLE.
He Is Preparing to Turn twee*
Worth of Property Over to the
Western Bank.
Diepatclres from leeuisville state
that although Mk. W. B. Smith agrees
to turn over lecr000 to the Western
National hank the charges against
him in the United Stutes court may
not be dropped. Mr. Smith has
agreed to turn $4o,000 worth of prop-
erty toyer to the batik and satisfy to
this extent the amount of iorrees that
finaniciail itestitution suffeted and laid
at his door, while he was president.
A *legrain from the Falls City yes-
terday stated as follows regarding
the preepositio.n:
"In spite of tee fact that W. B.
Smith, eoriner president of the West-
ern National bank, has agreed to
utak< reparation and satisfied the
eireeticos of the hank', it is not be-tily seen that this will result in the
litved that the probeZutiou of Mr. putting of a large sum of money up-
Stietb will be dropped by the, Unita on the mareet, and that the rate
States Court. Reuben D. Hill, dis-fwill be forced much lower than tee
trict attorney, and M. II. ,Thatcher, profitable 6 per cent. obtainable buy
4
his alisispant, are out of the city, but the hanks and trust companies.
one-clove; to-tfitt office said yesterday This phase of the situation is one
afternoon that it is probable that the 'iebicet is leading etre trust companies
prosecution well be continued, and lc use what influence • they can for
that a compromise with the injured the defeat of the bill, and insurance
partiere'cannot be taken as an expiatnen led that they can safely leave
tion of the offense. , . the fisrlat it, thi hands of the local
"Tee whole (*SSe,. of course." the money-lending concerto, that will be
speak.'- corielie&ef, "retts ee4fh tits 4 Artfi ' meile-ffet rfm en tally affected by
court, andlit weettd •tre imwife for, the -'he le.irislati,on than she . trisuranfe
atItornevs for- the governertent tO• an-linteregt4. - • ' . • • ' • •
The 4Yrefetatl.oer:t'rst'flieicit % ti I 1. 'rti . not..THREATEN SHUT OUT ',I .
44-lipate 
Mr allow corripfottnisek itffeet.'thei NEW YOrRK LIFX.Ptlosecti lin fateivo-*. - 'Tr* 'fas et set ' ,
fek the -Mete+ ' terin' of tre  cbu I % ri." 1 T 
at
r , • „1_ .. .. ' Houston, Tex . 
ele 6.-A sp 'al
• ' 
1.40tRGE RATE 'OF INTERItST ' to the Post. 
-froml Austin, Tex., s
i phaftetiottga, 'Tenn.. Feb: 6.---Tfi an that Insuranoe ClerneniatiOner Fl le
44egtact suit Of Usually in' week+ Scott . w'h° has just returned from, title 011-
IPOpon entered retie ,soetret R, F. cago meeting, stated that 
the Nvw
tp
gars, a ,ne-,,,,e)s-el,seetee;L was tel,ti York Life Inetirance..convany d
that title plaintiff: had bc.en been asked by hint for cetitain 
inflfl
4bargcd a rate f NV 1 rt. ent. on the efi"rt eeneereing its affair, and likt140
ft ststn ik, 0..14 , _ jaraTaty, until such -1-ntnretation, the chareeller
1 1. to Dec r, lecte, the plaintiff ef which be refused 
to disclese, eV',
dneelst Meryl paid feeese in forthcomieg, the timpani, Would t ot.
erese ,heiseefoot,th,e he, granted a permit . to do. htisM4ss
in the state. The - -conitAtitt. laeetin-
/
incipal. Me__ *WA ovaatried in a
c.s courC 411.1 t 7 :1'. , 'other month on its 'present pert.
A. Now. Fighting Race.
A new type of fight:re-as if spritng
oin a new race-has surpassed his-
tory itself. In capturing Port Ar-
thur the .Lapanese achieved What the
weir!ii thought was impossible, what
the Ruesiens and the indoepitable
'Stoessels were pie.itive was utterly
inpoesible. In the - achievement they
Stade a rtivr ecord as a re of
ighters in the world's 'ibietory, for
tone hate ever met sue% diabislical,
death-dealing weapons as have been
devised by the brains of modem
scientists. The siege of Port Arthur
for four and a half months forms
story of one continuous, monster, un-
broken heroism, of days of furious
reforseless battles by night, by day,
beneath sunlight, moonhght, sea- -h-
Sighte-and always an awful castia.
lest
It is this new fighter and the very
scene of this immortal struggle that
will be produced by Lyman H.
Hew* at The Kentucky on Friday
and Saturday nights with matinee on
Saturday.
The Daily Register, only roc.
week.
:MONEY RATE
MIGHT BE FORMED IF BILL
GOES THROUGH IN LEG-
LATURE




Opposition to one of the insurance
bills now before the committee on in-
surance at Frankfort, 'has developed
fcom hi unexpected quarter.
The big trust companies see in tb:.
proposed legislation requiring a re-
serve of 8o per cent, on Kentucky
business to he invested in Kentucky
securitite a menace to their loan de-
partments, in cheapening of money
in the local market.
Should the bill become a law, it
will be -necessary for the life insur-
ance companies continuing to do
business in the statc,:to seek invest-
ment for all but so per cent, of their
receipts from !tient business withia
the herders of Kentucky. It is read-
0,1 .444 .C*4/440, .414 Ia.
4X,I, 44.44.14 1,111,
FkINSENG IN MAINE.
OTSOCIVERY Or A 'PAT= WORTH
A sxiu. roinvin.
litudatt of a University Law School
Li Bangor, Maine, Rinds a
Mysterious [Sows. of
Riches.
If a rich velte of/gold-beseing quart!
had beep diseoeered on the site of
Whitney's .mountain the rush of  fee.
tune seekers 'Wield not have been
greater than it hits loeneo Sarsaparilla
gully during the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quantities 4n-the gravelly soil on the
gully banks,-enye-4.--reeent Newburg
(Me.) report. .
The pioneer in- the business is John
M. Tharlough,. si student at the Uni-
versity of Maine law school, in Ban-
gor. 'Lest year It was noticed that
Le; ilea* of the Saturday
games played by the students.
The reason Thuriough assigned for
absenUng binned! every Siturday was
that he wanted to go" to his home :in
Fairfield end pass the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays, Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of late books and tilling
his room with costly furniture.
Finallg, when he bought a $600
piano aid had It thstal1d in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of bis
sudien access to riches, and most of
the letuntry had- something to talk
about for a year to come. The expla-
nation made by young Thurlough waft
very temple,
he had an aunt living in Newburg,
and Otte day when he was calling on
her the family went to Bartaparilla gui-
hay to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla galley had gone through
the coenty years before.
• By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and checkerberry leaves
and sugar, and then adding yeast and
lettling the compound ferment, the resi-
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, he took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were gineeng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were eaay.,
Having a good working knowledge
of the law. young Thurlough bonded
etie land lying on either side of the
ir ely, and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which (there was a quick sale at
$1-50 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up about :10,00(
last year, and sold his provisional
lease to a Boston company for PLOW
In cash.
It is asserted that tha company has due
and Gold ginseng roots valued at lee
000 the past season, and now that te•
affair Is no longer a secrett, hundred'
of eager people are hunting Dixmon•
and Newburg hills in the hope ol
finding another ginseng plantation
Many acres of pasture and woodland
have been dug over, but with unsatis-
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR -FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Public
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park walktna
along the List side of the Bronx rivet
not far from the subway entrance have
been interested in a cheerier net the,
was placed in the stream a few dayr
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York Sun, for the double pur
pose of supplying ash dinners to the
birds of the zoo and specimens for
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank lead.
out to the net, which itt funnel shaped
with the large end Inshore. The fish
coming to the bank to feed enter the
moutn and naturally swim back into
deep water, but they end the net nate
rowlug, and when they slide through
the a nail hole in the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a larger
net of the same style. .The net is
about 15 feet lone and four feet wide
at the mouth.
Carolkand suckers weighing from a
quirter of a pound to three pornds
have been taken in this was* for the,
benefit of the zoo eegles. eranas and
vultures. The keeaers say that the
birds appreciate this fresh. fish.
All the pickerel and bass cartured
are sent to the egustrium to be ex-
hibited, ot in emergency to be fed to
their fellows, A few -eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
' It Was All Over.
"No toOre will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the hoer of eight."
"Gracioua, Jesmette ,"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him again:"
"YOu don't mean it?" ,
"I de, and furthermore, hewill never
sit on this sofa tte•ee relate a week
and call me pet names; as he has been
doing for the past two years."
"I am setonished."
-aro to-night I aaegoleg to burn all
the old love, letters in my trunk."
"B-but why ate you going, to dia-
.:aril hitnee
''lescafd hi? Why, you goose, i
gra kering/le *hitter/ hieft"-Oolettablit
Dispatch.' '
•
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VI Offer $50.00 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $ue
Credit to those who want it
- ---- --
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this departmiint, which turns out pur work,
ereniptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Pkne French Clocks,
and English Hall Chins e Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your tequest. We do Coed and Silver plating at short,notice and short
price. •lenonds reset what you 'wait., We will take in exchange for
any purchase aey OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about, the same as
giving you New Goods for _old Goodg.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
,LEFT TO REPAIR AT THERE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleattied and- examined   75c up. Watch Hands toc up
New Meittepting, hest qvality  75c up. Watch Glasses tee up.
'New as or Hairapring  75c up. Watch Keys 5e•
New Jewels, whole or cover Soc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113 R 640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.







Will brirtg pleasure ie your
. ,
home during the long winter
.eveningst They are playing
now at our store. Come in













Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both phones sr.
•
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for necond-hand
tOsiCar20,
FZI'rritUrte.
Buy anything and sc.!' everything.
218-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli
Moving wagon in connection., ,
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR,, NOSE AND
THROAT





U you want y• ur ciothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
ROI! 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
In the city. Snits made to order.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THR
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.





win practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky.









In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-










At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky , as second-class mail matter.
One Year
Six Months  
Three Months





Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
5.
Thursday Morning, Feb. 8. 1896.
The Light of Paducah.
:The ,ihsurance investigations in
New York, which resulted in the res-
ignations of many of the chief offi-
cers of those companies, and which
will no doubt bring several of them
before the courts on criminal charges
arc not only beneficial to the peeicy
lholders in those companies, but the
general public as well. It has dem-
onstrated that no man or set of men
guilty of overt acts can stand the
light of publicity. , Those ex-officials
were among the most influential in
America, and were regarded as the
leading financiers of the land, bpt
neither, their wealth nor hi,h posi-
tions could sustain them when the
, ptsblic once became .coivinced that
they had violated the trusts reposed
in them and devoted to their own
use the funds of others, even though
th y kept within the law in so doing.
Publicity is the salvation of this
republic, and it is to the honest press
'of the nation that the people must
look for the publicity that will
eventually drive from office and high
places every scallawag an drascal.
Oftentimes the press in local affairs
overlook the short coming, graft and
conduct of erring public officials, but
the time sometimes becomes ripe
when they are forced to lay before
the public the true conditions and
when that is done they are cent to
oblivion along with the other birds
of their feather. Many a public of-
ficial has felt :his importance to such
a degree that he 'has deliberately
planned to put outspoken newspapers
out of business, relying upon the
coterie with which he has surround-
ed hintself to aid in the warfare.
but in every instance he has been
driven out of public life by the ex-
posures aort the very ones he relied
upon to aid him in his work were
the first to drop him. The comm9n
'
error of the financier and the. public
official who. succeeds in retaining his
place for a term or two, is to get
the idea into his head that he is
above the people who put him there,
and then he forthwith undertakes to
go the gaits, neglect 'his office and In
• play a high, only to find that
some day he is held up before the
public in his true light, like the in-
surance officials, and he is forced to
resign, if not to go to jail. We do
riot have to go to New York or Ws-
soori to find grafters and ofti,eials
, who are a disgrace to the positions
they hold, they can be found in al-
most 'every community, and all it
needs, is for them to start the ball
to rolling and they will find that it
will be kept a rolling at a pace too
lively for the-m.
Municipal vs. Private Ownership.
The proposition to take over the
city's light plant by a private cor-
poration has done much towards
.causing the people of Paducah to
study more closely the question of
municipal ownership. In the dis-
cussion by the press and individuals,
many a man has been enlightened
on the subject, and the universal re-
sult 'has been to increase the num-
ber of advocates favoring municipal
ownership: The proposition is sim-
ple an4 plain and can be summed up
in brief to be this-.'-what a private
corporation can do, a city can ds.
Graft and stealing often occur in the
affairs or a private corporation, and
where it does sir it is figured as
an expense which becomes a factor
in the price of the article, and the
public mast foot the bill just like it
would have to.- do if-a city owned
water anti light plants and they fell
irto the hands of grafters and
If a city's affairs are I not
loneslly administered, the people at
least have the opportunity every year
of two to make a change, but if a
private corporation is being plunder-
ed or large dividends paid on water-
ed stock, the consumers have no re
course—they must foot the bills.
With honest men the public will get
a square deal, and with dishonest
men it will gLa a crooked deal.
•
The St. Louis Police Department
The police commissioners of St.
Louis are stirring up the animals in
the Future Great. Twenty-six mem-
bers of the police department- are in-
volved, lineluding Chief Keily, who
has been on the force for the past
thirty years. The resignation- of
Chief Keily was requested by the
connnissioners and he refused to re-
sign; the hoard -then suspended him
and will place him on trial together
with twenty-five patrolmen and -sub-
ordinate officers. For months past
an investigation of the department
has been going on, and the board has
been gathering evidence from all
sources. One of the captains com-
mitted suicide-a few weeks ago, rath-
er than to stand trial on charges
that were to be preferred. It seems
that certain officials and patrolmen
have been accustomed to holding up
the bawdy house keepers and other
resorts of a lawless nature, and the
graft of filching from these peop:e
has reached up into the hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
From the reports in the St. Louis
papers, when the trials take place the
public will be astounded at the,
mass of corruption that will be re-
vealed. Police officers have grown
rich from the tribute levied on the
lawless element, and the worm
seems to have turned. The outcome
of the trials will be watched with
peculiar interest by all cities both
great and small, and will doubtless
be the means of setting on foot
many investigations. that will result
in mucth good to the public at large.
Whenever a police department is
permitted to levy tribute on the law-
less, either directly or ipdirectly, the
entire government of a' city is im-
paired, the execution of the •low be-
comes a farce and the department is
converted into a menace to the city's
welfare, peace and progress. Let
the light be turned on the grafters
and legal blackmailers.
The republicans seek t oust Mr.
Byrd from the school board on the
idea that a Byrd out of the school
board is better than • democratic
bird in the board. •••
It's no more "Alice of Old Vin-
cennes," but Alice of Washington.
ALL TO DAUGHTER








-,In the county clerk's office yester-
hay there was probated the will of
the late William I. Love, the sheet
iron and boiler maker, who died sev-
eral months ego. The will leaves
everything to his daughter, Jennie
Love Phillips. The deceased's son-
in-law, Harvey Phillips, is made ex-
ecutor of the will and • qualified as
such. The will was written Sep-
tenvber 18th, 1905, and signature of
deceased witnessed by W. II. Wal-
ters and Jesse S. Young.
Property Sold.
Property on the Paducah and
Cairo road has been sold by A. F.
Darden to C. W. -Vance for $55o,
apd the deed lodged for 'tecord with
the clerk yesterday.
Mrs. Fred C. Hoyer transferred
to Mrs. E. R. Logue for $55o, prop.
erty on the south side of Trimble
street near Given.
a Licensed to Marry.
• The county clerk issued a marriage
license to Eugene S. Kahn, aged 27,
and Lena V. Harris, aged 27, both
of this city.
Finish Judge's Office,
Today the finiahing touches will
he put on the office of Judge Light-
foot at the court house where the
paperhangers, painters, carpet layers
and others have been working for the
past three weeks, overhauling those
quarters and putting them in first-
class flttrfoion. They present a very
handsome eppearancs and- are an im-
provement over the old quarters.
POKER IN EYE
I MRS. HALPIN ACCIDENTALLY
I INJURED HER LITTLE
BOY
Mr. William Fowler Will Be Moved
to Home on South Third
Street Today.
Johnnie, the 5-year-91d son .of Mr.
William Halpin, of 1222 South Sixth
street, is suffering from a painfully
burned eye which may lose its sight,
although this cannot be foretold,
as an affliction of this sensitive organ
is liable to take a change at any
time.
The mother was • in the siting
room at the home on Smith Seth,
and was knocking some ashes front
the grate fire with a poker. Tits
grate was so fu/1 of ashes that the
poker had remained in there long
enough to become red 'hot. WhiLt
pushing up through the bottom of
the grate with the poker, the latter
tame out and the force with which
she was pulling threw it over her
shoulder. The lad was standing
right behind her and the red hot
poker struck the urchin in the left




Third street, will today be taten to
this bowie foram. Riverside Hospital,
where :he has been in a private ward
for the past week or two. After be-
ing taken back home the bandage
will be removed from his eye.
was working some months ago at a
wood working est a hAi shmle n t of The
South Side when a piece of timber
flew from a saw and struck his eye,
that was injured in such a way a
cataract grew over the pupil. The
doctors had to take him to the hos-
pital to he operated on and the for-
eign substance removed.
Leave Last of Week.
Mr. T. E. Compton, of Golconda,
III., will go home the last of 'this
week, he now being at the railroad
hospital where yesterday was re'
moved the bandages covering his
eye from which the apecialists last
week removed a cataract that 'had
grown over the pupil. A *similar
growth was taken from his other
eye last eirmmer.
Able to Be Out.
Mr. Klair Smith is able to leave
Riverside hospital, where 'he was con
fined a week or so on account of an
affliction to his 'eye. which became
diseased. He is coming Qn alt sright





GASH IN HEAD 1 BASTARDY
1
MR. JOHN DIPPLE PAINFULLY JOE WRIGHT CHARGED WITH
HURT BY FALLING ON THAT OFFENSE YES-
SLICK ICE. TERDAY.
Mr. Otis Richey Very Low With Besse Angle Has Compromised the
Consumption on North Sixth— Episode Where Harriet Parks
Mrs. Best Dangerously Ill Warranted Him for Offense.
Mir, John Dip* of the Rhodes-
Burford establishments is confined at
his (home on South Sixth street be-
tween Kentucky avenue and Wash-
ington, with a severe gasth cut in the
back of his bead. He was walking
down the street several days ago,
when he slipped and fell in such a
manner as to cut a large hold in his
head.
Brother Better.
tar.. .11. P. Sight.; -returned last
evening front Henderson, Ky., where
he was called last week by the serious
illness of 'his brother, Mr. T. L.
Sights. who has appendicitis. He
left Vie latter much improved, the
ailing inan not having to undergo
ally operation.
Very Low.
Mr. Otis Richey is very low with
consumption at -his home on Sixth
and aftadison streets where -he has
'been confined for someweeks now.
Hie brother-in-llaw, Mr. S. P. Martin,
is here from Ohio attending his bed-
side. The latter is the well known
gentleman formerly proprietor of the
Ten Cent store of this city, when it
stood where Lendler & Lydon is now.
Operated On.
Yesterday Drs. Delia Caldwell and
P. H. Stewart operated on Mrs. E.
F. Bymg, 'in her private ward at
Riverside hospital, where she was
carried the day before. The opera-
tion was a success and causes mutt
relief to the ailing lady, who is wire
1of the former lumber dealer of this
city.
1
Yesterday; County Clerk Hiram I
Smedley issued a warrant charging
Joe Wright with -bastardy, and he will
arrested, to the given trial of this
loos charge, wiltioh is preferred by
Eliza Gandler who is noi, confined
at Rive-side hospital.
'Wright works for the telephone
company and. the young woman
charges 'hon. with being the father of
i Theher illegitimate offspring.
county clerk is the only official who
can issue a warrant of this nature.
; and he wakes it returnable before
i
Judge Lightfoot Who ,gives a trial.
The document has been turned over
to the sheriff for Wright to be ar-
rested.
Settled the Matter.
The warrant issued against Reese
Angle, has been quashed and the mad-
ter dropped, it being understood that
he compromised the charge which
accused irim of bastard). The war-
rant was gotten out-against him two
weeks ago by Harriet Parks, who
resides on Huntingdon Row, just be-
hind the Illinois Central railroad
shops. Angle is a fireman for the I.
C. road, miming out of here over the
surrounding divisions. The warrant
was issued for him at first seduction,
but the offense occurring over two
years ago, that was dismisierk and
changed to bastardy, as twenty-Four
mionths ..outiaws a Charge of ruining
a woman.
Getting Better.
Mise Floree is imsch better st
Riverside hospital. and is now able
to sit up. 'She is the nil/knee for strattasiat—ua.azaiwiu--ns =num
Rudy, Phillips & Co., and suffers
feels peritonitis.
ln a kw days work
Very Low With Paralysis.
Many (rico& will (deeply regret to,
learn that Ml's. Phil Best is very low
at her home on South Second- near
Clark street. She suffered a stroke
of paralysis some rnonthsago.andthis
combined with.advanced age, renders
her condition quite dangerous. She
is one of the city's most estimable
ladies and her many friends hope for
2 change for the better. She is the
gint of Colonel John. T. Donovan,
of the I. C. freight department. snd
grandmother of Engineer Keni..oly
of the same road.
Timber Struck Him.
Mr. H. H. Worley is suffering from
a deep gash in h;9 bead, as reault
of a piece 'of thither falling IOW a
high stack at the Columbia facty in
Mechanicsburg anti striking him.
Critical Stage.
Mr Edward Ashbrook Will Not Re- 'Mrs. Rosa Poat has been taken
sign Position 'in the Local from Riverside hospital to the 'some
Lodge—Snow Stops Work. of her father,•Mr. John Young( r, of
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock
Mr. Robert W. Brown, of Louisville,
passed through this city en route to
Memphis. Tenn., where as grand ex-
alted ruler of the Elks for America,
he presided over the dedication cere
monies for the new building the or-
der has constructed there. It is a
costly structure ond the exercises
were quite elaborate yesterday, to be
followed with a number of social
events that close this' evening.
At this place Mr. Brown was
joined by Dr. C. E. Whitesides, who
went down with him to participate
ir. the ceremonies.
Will Not Resign.
The departure of Mr. Edward Ash
brook from this city for the West
will not necessitate 'his resignation as
esteemed leading knight for th7
Elks' local lodge, because all the new
officers for the enstiing year arc to
be elected the last of next month,
and as he will hardly get away for
gooci by that time, he will not re-
sign, but fill 'out his term. At the
end some one will be refined to Atte-
teed him for the ensuing year.
Building at Standstill.
Work on the aElks' new building
on North Fifth street is at a stand-
still on account of the cold weather
and snow. It will probably be sanof
time next week before work is u-
surped on the structure, as prospects
are .it will take until then for th;
snow to disappear and thermometer
rise.
Meet Tonight.
This evening tne holds their
regular weekly meeting in the lodge
rooms on North Fourth street.
Theory and Practice.
. (Washington Star.)
"No seat, no fare," sounds practi-
cal and simple when a man is reads
. itig his newspaper it his fireside.
Ha'VC Toryeac, of Absttact Corn- But it 3ia no significance WhVever
PatlY: examine title to your ploperty. when he is anxious to get home after
New Register building. the business day.
•
the St. John section of the ce
her condition being quite critical.
She was op-is:tea on at the icstitu-
tion.
Carried Home.
Yesterday Mrs. Lem Jones was
taken from her private ward at Rivet"
side hospital, to her home on 4Jamctt
-between Tenth- and Eleientfe'streets
in the ambulance of -Matte &
Efinger. • She 'has -been at the insti-
tution several weeks, ae,result of an
operation for appendicitis, and al-
though not yet able to walk, is entre
ciently recovered • t9 be taken back
to her residence.
!tons* Pelson,
Dr. Q. L. (Shelton and *OM.
Brandon aged 9, and Orville, aged
1. of the Lone Oak _section of the
county, have recovered from an at-
tack of ptomaine poisoning overcom-
ing them Sunday after eating beef.
They were in a dangerous condition
for a ivtile„ hut are ail right now.
.se
CHILDREN, DIE.




Frank Eaker buried the little 6-days-
old child, that di el late the night be-
fore at the poor farm, it being the
waif placed on that institution's front
porch Sunday morning -by sonseons
and deserted. The child expired of
inanition. The name of _the mother
(has errever been learned, nor that of
the party placing it on the porch.
Carl, the 4-year-old son of MT.
Moss .CoUncil, died of spinal menin-
1
gitis yesterday morning at the home
of its uncle, Mr. J. -H. Council, ,sev-
eral miles out. .on the Mayfield' road.
This afternoon the funeral services
will he held at the residence at 2
o'clock and be followed with inter-
ment at Mt. Kenton, where Mrs.
Council was burled last wear. Mr.
Council is the former member of the
fire department, and now employed




en the improvements to he made a:
league park.
Captain Lloyd is at Little Rock,
Ark., working at his trade, but is
also busy signing players.
According to a reessage in the
Courier-Journal Marvin Hart and
Jeffries may meet If they should it
would be the greatest pugilistic event
in history.
Charley Sheet, the former Kitty
player, has been sold to „San Fran
cisco, in the Pacific Coast league.
Charley formerly caught for Hope
kinsville, later beieg sold to the Cal-
emnati Nationals. lie has many
Paducah friends.
Tomorrow night Aurelia Herrera
and Kid Herman tight at Los Ange-
les. Recently Herrera put awes
Britt. one of the best lightweights in
the country. The go vein be twenty
rounds. The winner i: to meet
Champion Nelson.
Terry McGovern. who is to tight
Batting Nelson. at Philadelphia.
March 14, says he knows the Dane
will be the favorite, hut stand: ready
teeiewager $5,000 he will win. And
Terry might, although it _is to be
bin a six-round affair.
Chief Leaves.
()Nei Harry Lloyd, manager of the
local K.-I.-T. league baseball club,
will today return tin lichen, Ark.,
where be has been for several mouths
inmerintending re-construction of
some traterfer boats belonging to the
Illinois Central railroad. He thinks
he will he throngh with his contracts
at tlia! city by the last; of feria month,
when he will come hack here to re-
main, and commence getting things
in shape for the coming season's ball
pllaying. fie guarantees this city a
penant winning team, like possessed
for the 1903-04 seasonii as be is now
negotiating with some of the swiftest
players the country seer. He has
been here since Sue lay visiting his
farhily which remained in the city
While he is South.
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,















IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIE
D
in any particular with the class
of Job Printing you have been
push the button and our
will appear. New
fates and machinery in the
of thoroughly competent .
cannot tafl to produce i
desired effect. Proof of all :
submitted for your ap- .






121 S. 4th St. Phons I058R
PASTOR.
RETURNS




Union Holds Meeting Today
—Arrangements for Mission.
lbev John S. Cheek, will return to-
day from Hot Spring's Ark., where
he has been the pas* week resting
up from his sing and strenuous ca-
reer during the ninny weeks revival
that has been inprog ess at the First
Baptist church since last November.
lie telegraphed yesterday that he
would arrive back here testey. lie
was not expected until the last -if this
week, but feeling well resteet comes
back to resumr,./Us part of th, work.
Willing Workers.
The Willing Wiirkere society of the
Evangelical church will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. J. Andy Bleier
of E‘ghtti aird Madison streets.
W. C. T. U. Today.
This afternoon at, 3 o'clock the
Wompeies Christiae Temperance
Union will meet at the First, Baptist
church. Tilt meetitig will be devoted
to the department of Sabbath ob-
servance, and be lead -by that branch's
superintendent, Mrs. Luella Magnor.
Episcopal Mission.
Nearly all arrangements for the
mieeion of next week at Grace Epia-
copal church. have about been com-
pleted, and a most interesting and
beneficial series is anticipated, under
the able direction of Bishop Wood-
cock what comes from Louisville to
condoct AaTIIIT. Service: w''l be held
both at night and during the after-
noon. the latter teeing the for especial
benefit of the ladies of the city.
I230 RUSSIANS SLAIN
IN ONE MONTH.
Fearful Total Slaughter Is Shown by
Figures on the Upheaval in
Czar's Realm,
St. Petereborg, Feb. 7.-- -Statistics
just compiled show that duping Jan-
uary 1230 revolutionists were, killed
and teas wounded in- various parts of
Russia. Voetial law existed in 67
district.. extra monist law in 23 dis-
tricts and enforce4 protectioif more
*every then martial law, in it dis-
tricts.
The statistics also show "that 78
new"-papers were ottpended by gov-
ernment officials' orders and that 85
editors were arrested and now await
trial.. They were released from cus-
14Ay, pending trial, on the aggregate
bail of $193.250,
In St. Petersburg alone ii 76 per-
sons wire arrestiel. In all the other
cities of the empire diming January
the arrests were so • itismerous that
barracks are being used as prisons.
The, Margaret Henning came out
of the Cumberland river yesterday







It is poor economy to have
our watch repaired by the
CHEAP man. .
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
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Iliggest Stock  Satisfaction Guaranteed  Lowest PricesPaducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
ANOTHER
Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET. •AlIsle.es .1777-707
HORCK1 itt rgererien".theThiseetitrrelanctouint(rlyneanOelC
REV T. J OWEN ORGANIZED
"WEST END TENNESSEE
STREET MISS/IPN."
The Sunday School Has Already
Been Started Off, While Tonight
Iadditional ArrangementsWill Be Made.
This evening at the residence of
Mr. Sutherland, of West Tennessee
street, Rev. T. J. Owen, of the Pa-
ducah City Missions for the Metho-
dist church, wdl finish organizing
the "West End Tennessee Street
Mission," which is for the accommo-
dation of the Methodists of that vi-
cinity.
Last Sunday the Sunday school
wai organized, while tonight there
will be made arrangements for
preaching to be held each Sabbath
afternoon. Mr. Sutherland, of the
railroad shops, has permitted the us:
of one room in his home on West
Tennessee street for the Sunday
school and Church services to be eeld
in. They will he conducted there
until this summer when Rev. Owen
and others will raise funds for the
erection of a small church building
on the vacant plot of ground bought They Have Been Indulging in Petty
in that neighborhood for this. pur- Quarrels That Lead Up To
pose several weeks ago by this min- the Shooting.
importance to this community.
MAY HAVE GONE
ir DOWN IN GALE
Fisherman Believe to Have Been
Drowned While Crossing River.
James Cunningham, a fisherman,
living in a small hactton the op-
posite side of the river frq Cairo is
believed, to have been lost in the
Ohio river yesterday afternoon.
Cunningham went to Cairo y
day morning and is said to ha
started back in a skiff just as the
heavy wind and, snow storm began.
'His partner, Henry Robertson was
in the city this .morning Making en-
quiries concerning Cunningham. No
one can be found who saw him em-
bark as but few people were on the
levee at that time, and his partner






Last Sunday afternoon a meeting
was held at that home and the Sun-
day school gotten together, Profes-
sor Tumar Rtadolph, of the Wash-
ington public school building, being
chosen superintendent. It 'has been
arranged that the Sunday school
services, be cordncted each Sabbath
afternoon at ajo o'clock. and next
Sunday the classes will all he organ-
iztd,eseachers selected and things
• started off. The necessary literature
for the work is now being gotten
together by Rev. Owen, Who is earn
estly working to build up the churcts
in that section and provide accom-
• nuelations for tvorship, close to the
• doors of the residents, who hereto-
fore have had to walk many blocks
to attend church.
This evening the congregation will
be orgarezed and hereafter prayer
services wi:1 be held each Thursday
night at 7:30 o'clock at this place.
while every Sunday afternoon at 3..0
o'clock just after Sunday school
closes, preaching will be conducted
by Rev. T. J. Owen. Of course
this teinister will be at some of his
many other cliarges on different Sun
days, but will arrange to have some-
'One there filling the pulpit for him
when he is absent.
Several ,hiindred Methodiste reside
in that vicinity and this ,new c'hurcn





The Retail Business Will Be Dis-
posed of, and Wholesale and Fac-
tory Interests Enlarged.
, Yesterday morning in the county
clerk's office there was lextge: for re-
tard, a document showing that the
'Paducah Furniture Manufacturing
company had issued $so,000 worth of
mortgage bonds, and placed them in• the hands. of W. F. Paxton, presidlent
of the Citizen's Saving bank, for
benefit of-the holders of the bonds.
Mr, William Katterjohn, one of the
Mein owners of the furniture factory
• yesterday said that he andi Messrs.
Edward Wonlfolk, John Rock and
the other stocktholders, Thtendied en-
larging their factory on South Third
we Norton streets, so as to increase
the capacity to jest double what it is
It present. In doing this the owners
intend bending their entire atten't'ion
to the tectory and, wholesale-buitinees,
as they now have on a- deal looking
towards disposal of the retail depart-
iment. There is much more profit in
the wholesale and factory depart-
ment titan there le in theetetail trade,
and they intend disposing of the lat-
ter, so tee vast amount of time and
detlailed attention needed for the re-I
tail department, can be' directed to
th factory. They do a mattemoth re-
tail business, in, fact one of the larg-
est in the state, hoe tire, time for this
Winch _of Ow business is far more
firrnitablelf turned to the factory. •';
This strtntmer some time work of
tenllarging the big factory will he
started, and it equipped with nutehin-
sty ettfliCient for etnoinyernest of over.
N'esterday morning shortly- after 6
o'clock Clarence Powell, colored, shot
and killed Georger.M.feller, also coored.
at the saloon another dirky named
Charles Smiley conducts at leo Ken-
tucky avenue. Powell shot Miller
through the head three times, while
the fourth 'bullet spent its way. The
body is at the Andy Watkin's,
colored, undertaking establishment
on South Seventh near Wasthinge
street. The killing came up over a
minor quarrel indulged in by both
who are employed at the establish-
ment.
Powell is abote 22 years old and is
bartender for the saloon department
of the ',souse, while Miller is ahotit so
years old and coola-of the resturant.
He has been living with his wife and
da t C'T At Eighth and Adams
*tree*, while -Powell sleeps at rho
saloon. Miller has been coming
down early of mornings, and rattling
the side door, to awaken Powell so
he could get in and start the fires.
They have had several quarrels about
Miller %%akin*/ up the other, and yes-
terday morning this was renewed, but
Miller meet on making fires in the
Skive kept going inside the restaurant
department. lie had borrowed, the
shove) from the stove in the saloon
where Powell looks after the fire.
Witnesses say that as Miller was
coming back with Powell's shovel,
that the latter was standing behind
the bar, and remarked he was tired of
the others "ragging him." At this
he picked up his revellver, and fired
four times in rapid succession at
efiller, one hielet striking the latter
in the \kirehead, and two in top of tilt
head. John Long, Lee Harrison
Jack McKay and Henry Ghoston
were standing at the bar and state
Miller was coning back into the
saloon department to replace the
borrowed shovel, and not coming to-
wards Powell to hit him with it. On
being struck by the bullets, Miller
dropped dead, while Powell remained
there and was arrested be the officers
who immediately came. On being
loeked up Powell claimed Miller had
threatened to knock him in the head
several times, and that He thought the
reetaurant cook was corning at him
with tthc ehovel at that time to carry
out his avowed inteetion, when he
fired the fatal bullets.
Miller's body was taken to the
Matte & Efinger undertaking estab-
lishment and afterwards to Watkin's
place, while at toeto o'clock in the
City Hall Corner Frank Eaker fele
an inquest, that returned the follow-
ing verdict:
"We, the jury, duly empaneled
and sworn to inquire into the
cause arid manner of the death 01
George Miller, flow lying before es,
find that the said George Miller
came to 'his death by a ball from a
pistol in the hands of 'Clarence
Powell, in the city of Pa etcah, Ky.,
February 7, 1906, and we find fur-
ther that the said killing was nn-




F. S. DIG EL, •
C. LEE,.
A. M. •WOODW A RI),
G C. KEIJLEY.
Pi nvett's-raF.e was docketed yester-
day morning by eludge Sander, in the
police court, and corrtittuel until to-
day wIezn the trial will be giyen,
Powell has been with a construc-
pn crew for the N., C. & St. L. until
commencing work in the saloon,
while Miller has been a river darky
for years, comling from Mississippi.
Powell is originally from Paris.
LARGE
DELEGATION
MANY GO TO MAYFIED THIS
EVENING TO ATTEND
MISSION.
ights of Columbus Go Down in
y From Here to Jackson to
Attend Installation.
This evemn a large delegation of
the Knights of iambus, their fam-
ilies and friends 't1 go down to
Mayfickil to attend e mission that
is now being conducte t the Catho-
lic church there. They le
the 6:to o'clock passenger
ve here on
s even-
ing, and return on the 1:40 • ck,
special coach being on both t ins
for their benefit.
There is now in progress at • the
Neayfieht church a very successful and'
largely attended mission, which to
the Catholics is like a revival to the.
other denominations. Rev. J. P. Mc-
Neil is pastor of the congregation
then, and is being .assisted with the
mission by Rev. Father Lambert,'
who makes this character Of work an
especial calling. The meeting com-
menced last Sunday and continues
until the following Sabbath. This .
afternoon at. 4 o'clock Rev. Father
Jansen goes down from here, and re-
turns with the others tonight at, fe.4o
o'clock. It is expected that tut
200 go down, as much iii?' rest
it being manifested.
A special rate of one fare for thc
round trip has been granted by Gen-
eral Agent John T. Donovan, of the
Illinois Central, who is also the rank-
ing officer for the local Knights of
Colunflbtis lodge.
Sometime right after Easter a mis-
sion will be conducted 'here at St.
Frances de Sales and huge arrange-
ments are being made for same.
The fast of this month the knights
go to Jackson,, Tenn., to attend in-
stallation there of the new order of
this character 'that has been organ-
ised. The exact date for the institu-
tion has, not yet been decided upon.
Conditions Have Changed.
(Wasihington Star.)
"Kind words go a great way
this world," said the gentle philoso-
pher.
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum,
':but people are getting wary. It
isn't as easy to trade kiud words off
for votes as it used to be."
i mu
o you find it pretty hard
to get good shoes for $2?
tIllettettliettlietle======t,
That's a sure sign you
have not been buying them at,
Lendler & Lydon 's





Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
r" the skin_ Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a akin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,






Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right upato date in five rain-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
For Vaults, Mrinuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE REST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
0181E11-1)eellefilli[111 1
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS' THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOWROOMS
PORCELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING
Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue,walla
the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
((IC. er4y, proprietor
FINE OLD *MEC AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable its the eatable line served to Order. A
fine noonday lunch for a cent:.
• •
•
A NM Mk IN VALLINTINCS
Why not send a good book or a piece of music to
let your friends know you haven't forgotten them?
If this don't strike you just right come down and
look over our stock of Comics, Postal Cards, Boxed
Novelties and Bleeding Hearts. When• you see
them you will think Cupid has been busy sure enough.
Harbour's Book Department.
See Our Window Display
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.-
12 A
THE
The Victc:' for $22.00
BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUTPRICES DOWN ON RECQRD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-ch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12 inch, $1.00
THESE' ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THEFACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIONHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM,. A L L IN F ORMATIONABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM i P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson PADUCAH, KY,
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in InsuranCe







PRINCESS AS A HOUS
EWIFE.
She of Wales Knits PLusband's
 Socks
and Sees That Ile Wears
Them.
Like her mother before her, 
th.
princess of Wales is a first rate 
house•
keeper, and tnough ehe Is a 
eery busy
woman socially, there are but a 
few
things in the management
 of her
honseheld winteh st10 does not 
;eider-
stand and many which she 
personally
supmentends.
The princess has * liking for
 sit
tine with idle hands, and she 
is never
withaut some sere of needlewor
k. She
not only knits the prince of 
Waleis
sock, but sees that he wear
s them.
Oates, for instance, when the
 prince,
after a long day's shooting, 
returned
home tired and wet, the princ
ess was
having her tea and the 
sportsmen
Were all quite ready for their
s, but—




.d n eiet ve Ler heseand any L
IMO
al changed Ills wet boots 
and
stoekinge, and he, though l
aterhing and
protesting. had to do her bi
ddirg.
The princess is an excellent 
mother,
tad both Oie and ehe aria
ce are eery
sae:ions -eat, their childher Meni
al he
breueet upoeu tae simplest 
artat pos.
sible. When they are at Y
ork Oottaged
they have their little ones 
with thorn it
great deal, bays Home Note
s.
Formerly the hall was 
constantly
used by la e tonal! princ
es. One day,
however, a visitor fell over
 a bop be-
longing to A iireze Eaward
, and now
the children hate a epacia
l play room
of their owa. 
d).13, iv




stinet for Finding Nee
In reuad.
-- - ta-
Doting- the Armlet month
s, from
sta4 ti Augest, the big bee turtle
lay their eggs in the b
each. They
coate poroloc hundreds of 
miles, and
If undisturie a will haid 
'.vitliln a few
yards et' Lae earee place y
ear after
year, rays Forest and Str
eam. They
craea ne lae louh in the 
night and
mike their nz O. le tau sand 
just above
high water roma:. I have
 watcheti
them from bebinel a sandhill,
 but a few
feet away.
They dig d'e heee with t
heir hind
tippers, and -after covering 
it ever,
first filling it with egge, th
ey will go
a few feet and make aeothe
r place, I
always thought to a blin
d, for one
loohs just like the other. T
hey lay
each month mei:illy ttitrinK
 the high
tides of that month, begianing
 in May
and ending in August, from
 90 to 185
Daring the grimmer I found
 and
brought into camp 2,756 eggs
. I put
some in the sand near oar 
camp and
in 27 days the top eggs ha
tched, the
rest in three days more. The
 little
turtles would dig out, raise the
ir lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a elloattente
then start for the river, 11
0 ,ydrds
away. it W90 clways a myster
y to 'me
how a turtle could find the sa
me place
on the shore. When a short 
diistelace
act at sea It all looks alike—ju
st sandy
ridges, with eclub palmetto and 
coarse
grass.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberiaa City That Comes 
Near to
Being Worth a Few Days
Sojourn.
---
Tomsk, Siberia. Is not such a dr
ead-
tat place. A traveler writes 
of It:
'After leaving the governor we 
paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk In orde
r to
eomplete our °atilt. We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from th
e Oats-
emus, tea from China--ouly 400 mil
es
away, and brought by a sledge 
or
Coal ey ,.1:e overland trade rout
es
first opened by Peter the Great—
and
many kinds of goods from Germany,
such as kodaks, photographic material
and all kinds of up-to-date article's.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who multi compare favorably with opt/
ef the first-elms barbers In the west
end of London, end was quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was in every way very f
a-
vorably imprersed by the town. With
a population of about 60,000, ,it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or Arnericat sown With
See times the number of Inhabitants
altpreover the Ur*. 14DiVer51Cy Is
Ik4 gleNne 
baildine and con tallis two
the t s—ttese of medicine and law
This capital, in fare, takes the third
airtee in educational importance io the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant reea, the .09110/Nli
thouserds otrettrit old, have heart leis!
served to rale day lee:aloe at their
enormoualy Oriel: bark. Free* tfiee
time, in • the &mae of aaes. foretel
fires have sweat through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, Yet Gala
scorching for a couple of inches' depth
or RO the almost fireproof bark. 'The
flames having carbonized that much of
the hark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonized portion formed an
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the interior bark.
Nark of Vegenerely.
Mitchett Young McSeedey, who
went through the fortune Ids parents
left him, was arrested to-day for steal-
ing a dollar.
Gauss—What degeneracj ! Hie fath-
er never thought of taking less than a
million.—SrLart Set.
Back in Chicago.
Dearborn—And did you shake the
&1st from jailer feet viben you left Ne
w
Tor':?
• ateabariee-Wie. Iaottat 'W that. I
al,o91( ta4t ex.actly, but.
. Janda' itot r of a lead, at
right. —Yonkers Otattatit
MONTANA MAN'S DOG Wow
Species of Canine That Is Tame, Yet
Partakes of the Wild
in Looks.
I was sniceing my pipe in the cabin
of an old tt der who lives on .a
luddy
creek In soteheastern Montana wh
en
I happened to look out of the windo
w
and saw an animal pass by that for
a moment I tok to be • red wolf
, re-
lates a write in Forest and Streana.
I said to t' • old man: "What bars
*GU pt out there?" and hiv,r011434:
"Yes; I am e'lii dott,apieke alle=0;
I wanted yoe to see them'
Then, while e walked out of door
s,
he told me 0 ea he had a litter' hi
 eit4
pups, half gray wolf and half ertlimir
dordestic dogoapd that he had I,Tart
these puppies etill about the how
. e
other four having- been given awa
y.
The wolflike animal, hi- tour 
or
Sve otkeepiaga, -We
•wagon, clodpi to the
called ':galleped cbee
ging inttiki and.tvri
thrust his ?Zee- late t.e hand o
 each
of us, seeniin• te enjoy the pat
s and






parallel to the ski., end did not 
stand
out as It, doee on •...a brush of a
 foe
or -the Lail of a wolf or aoyate
. On
the other hand, tLe shape of the
 crea-
ture was that ut a gest wolf, 
which it
also eq0100)1 in elide 'en- :.;f“..an:7,
Theso. pup? a:. • greet 
thieve, and
things' liake kr tie leaf
way or they *ill steal them. 
They
cannot baea. So timee they a
p
:erriar wole Low' 
breeleatud-1ta try to ale ro,
...1HAT MIKE'S FOREMAN 
DID
As Concisele Described by 
Xike
Hensel' for the Lcasper
of a-vry.
One of Faidie Foy'a &aeries relate
s to
hie re-periereee as a juror. It i
llus-
trates the valve of concise express
ion.
"When I nee on the jury," says Foy
,
"one of the eatees I heard evas 
that
of a hiborer realest the erople
yer In
whose founery he had been inju
red.
The foreman of the foundry te
stified,
and then the attorney for the 
plaintiff
Mieeae: Shea.
" 'Mike,' inquired the lawyer.
 'do




"'What .eloes t to at pip
"'He's the foreman.'
"'What are ;its duties m f
oreman!'
"41j &Onto krun4 sor.
'
" :Surely you know what t
he fore-
mufti Atitles are.' said the 
barrister.
'You work under him, don't
 your
"'Yes. He's me boss.'
• 'Well, then. He draws pay 
for be-
ing your boss, and he must 
do some-
taibeg to be ;thee glow. Now
, what
diet he dor k ii
"Mike scratched his head for 
a mo-
malt. looked at the etilling,,a
rid thew.
a smile coming to Ms lips
; be an
swered: 'What does he do? W
ell, sor,





"lad with this delltnilOt af 
t he du-
ties of a foreman we were 
dompelled
to be content."
HONOR OF THE CH
INESE.
Englialirsuin from China Gives
 His
Opinion of the Sly Gs-
aealeaa, JP 4 1
- • 4!
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very 
honor-
able In business idatters, hut It 
must not
be taken tot granted that
 integrity
universal with them." said Mr. H
. M.
Lakin, of Strabgbat according 
to an ex-
change.
"1 have lived is the orle
pt far tummy
years. aud have hail extene
ive deaaroo
with all sorts of Mestere pectple. 
There,
le a avian , tbe#1 11 Chlepeem'e 
word le
h(it *pad, and, this is very plys trpco
 the,
fad that it Is' a Inere thte Thet
hem to,
Media lase' 4idier Mat
ract.
So It lispettii that OMNI aveles
tithRells
yotp)he wit' Jo wit! lep perfor
med in a
great majority of ("ISM The fact r
e-
Wins, 'hbereteet Mitt Ood'aii Mitho pick




terparts in his tatIVidlahd, land b
eery
Etat/Ash btedr tier. cele 'Aloe of h
is
ataieferiescas erttagattekyelaitisaraga,
‘.1 49 ,no. rtm alftinr isany mere bo ce a n of
other nationalitins!'is 4idelholtdd
vest .enibuset „of. giallo*. iyhiciipperme-
ate. the eocitl and e of: the
emplee. 'the indiv tad ftliiudne atisi-
nese man is straight In his dealings





Inthe B es a zuo .al garden
there is, a spielee monkey which was
aperaterd loam. fbi .t.•&ct).,asd tiaw
leers glasses. For more than a year
after It was received at the $oo it
was very healthy and lively, then it
became vety (pilot, tamed toi play, alid
ereuched lb a corner. it *as exaln-
tiled and found to be suEering from
cataract, so was Immediately taken to
the eye io;p1tal and .perated upon.
lestr than a month It inis fitted with
a pair of spectacles, which it weare
with becoming gravity.
The %'alter's Mistake.
The waiter in the cafe of the down-
town hotel did not mean lobe rude. 'ri
le
mistake was purely a social Maar.
"Wbat will you have next. lady?" the
waiter asked, with the courte
sy that be-
tomes a waiter.
"Don't 'actress ate as 
eadya e de-
matted the guilt, wits Rotate show of
irrtiatipn.
"ticians me. ratt'ana." replied the
weiterell.ut all of us is liable to make




Reservations Establiehed by Pres
i-
dent's Order in Three
Locations.
the Ii
Executive orders creating three ne
w
reservations for the protection at the
breeding grounds of native birds were
signed by President Roosevelt October
to. The names and locations of these
reservations are as follows:
The "Siskiwit islands reservation,"
smbracing all of the uneurveyed islands
of .be Etiskiwit or Menagerie grtro of
{glands at the mouth of Slakiwit bait, on
the so nth of Isle Royal, in Lake etteerior,
Mich. This reservation embraces sec-
21.% hh, 26, 27, 33 ;totted,* to
wrisbip 64 noeth, range .6 west, Upon
em islands between 6,000 and 10,000
herring gene breed annually, besides a
number of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largest and





shlinds liTouti lying near Biel
ro !elands erooke lying anear the
south shore of Lakb)Suporior and em-
bracing seetIons 26, 27, 34 and 35. ,in
to la 53.ixirthe raage 29 w a
ome 1.500 guile, got
land' yi ''
1,
of °tater * , er,b ds,
"Pahillkge .ydrervat
4
an island ne he mouth of
TaMpa bay, on the Meat daeldreetallthattia,
known as Paktum., NeY. hillCiellelfted tn
section 6, township 34 south, range 16
attis of handsome terns
pon this little koy annually
e Florida &test was first ex
tiring the past year the egg
hunters made regular trips to the island,
and each time t only plundered the
s
Ap
intfre eggs, but also de-
MI • ggi - artially incubated
and milt for use. This action prom-
ised ansiehtiatien of the epindy within
a vent* ffilv.*: ..ilitliii, tl Mt theiceg hull r-
tne was most active Other parties in-
111Ourate4 a movement to secure title
ed the island for resort purposes. This
effort, if it had laen successful. amulet
have remitted in a deetruetion of the
br^t,(lieg colony, as complete and al-
moo as soon as the ere hunters would
have neotmitpliched Ureteral. eo thittithe
,.-reatiort of the rettereatItin is said ti be
eetremely opportune.
The Nlittopel iSsociation qf Audubon
societies has placed wardens in charge
of each of tkese,reeervitions. and t
slaughter Of dorttltdsaati plundering
their nests has been stopped.
pl
TRAGEDIES Or. THE MAILS.
Many Perni,ly kejyton s to the Apart-
raent Rouge, of New
Toile City. ,
RUNG BY BREEZES.
BIrLLS OF GLASS AND METAL
MAKE SWEET MUSIC.
Range in Price from Twenty-Pine
Cents to Two hundred Dol-
lars—Where They Are
Used.
The wind bell, as its name implies.
M made to ring by the action of ih
wind, Is fe.ct the wise1 bell is * •
bell at all, Strictly speaking, hat; a
contrivance compohed of a number 'of
peridautsosuspended in a circle frOtal
a ring' and hung close together to that
they wilt come into contact and pro-
duce sounds when swayed by the
winds. -
Some 'hand bells produce sounds that
are very pleasing atui Musical. Some
are made 'with gips pendants, aomb
with pendants of metal; some are
small and very simple in constraction.
others ae. large and massive trillelab
cents to 1200. The if 6. • 2Wind bells range ta prile
girat
OU118,48441 1belPkil
pleef trtill; bell Is
THE BARKING OF,A MOUSE.
Question Propounded by Natura
list
Who Hrcleiinintr i .m So ethings
—
A mouse began to make a disturb-
ance in the paper' back of my desk t
he
other night, just as ray wife and I set-
tled down after supper M read, says
dowdier in Forest and Stream. H
e
eilus a new arrival from some neig
h-
bor'n , barn. They have, epund a w
ay4
into, y study up throughethe sheath-
Int ,.. tall WM*, elOOr. NO. #. Is -ye*,
tendert rten With 11.8 liviag• 
Orange
except such small deer as interfe
re
with her housekeeping. These 
she
peirleoutes relentlessly. Her mo
use-
iota was forthoaming At once, and
,
baited with a little cheese, was slid
under the desk. It Is one of these
 din.
lxilical contrivances which s
mash a




asd pfirahet4rd mwoodistincfiochtly serlevi
uvoleestle tke trap Ant fin haste t
o re-
lieve the sufferere Knowing how d
ead-
ly be triapear, di was earaeleed *th
em-
ina alio tradna.,.)I dove sever e &ore
, a
when I saw that the little Orlediai h
ad
teen caught by the deaceinding 
strtker
square; across the back on the lu
ngs
Its heert was still fiutter
ina. but It,
ee,emed to we Impossibl
e for It to have
drawn breath enough to inake any
st.t.rei whatever.
strips thus suspended is hung by one 
)
tOO that tire squeaks
corner a little square piece of eltss of 
trieoe time
half way down the length of the loinif
stripe, the etilps idet.the squire pteek
being ornatiented 'with varloks 41iplin-
ese characters and /signs.; This wind
bell may be hung up wherever a breeze
will strike it and blow the strips into
contact with mine another and with the
square suspended among them. ,
But slightly more expensive than
this simplest form of wind bell are
others of glass, with pendants of dif-
ferent lengths, and with a Dumber of
squaees of different setae, truch a wind
bell producing a greater variety of
tones.
Another inexpensive sort of wind
bell has a number of very small bell
shaped metal objects suspended 'on a
cord at different heights, with a cor-
responding number of little glass balls
hanging from cords, to come into con-
tact with the metal objects when the
bell Is swayed by, the wind.
Still another not costly form of wind
bell has for pendants a roonber of
variously colored leaf shaped pieces
of Metal, metallic leaves of various
forms and sizes, suspended around
from a ring by cords. The wind blows
these leaves together, producing—the
leaves being et different sizes and
eeed,pbadeddeedd.dde dtry deed did .4 thicknessee—A, variety of musica
l
composed of a number of narr
ow
strips of glass, perhaps six inches in
lengeh„ itieepereeleia leagthyriee ;soul
wire ring, ahnnt,tire 1nrinita, 1,a I diam-
eter. Within thaoiceadeformed by tire
Much patios III ftietrt mantels de the melt 
tones.
A metallic wind bell that sells for
$26 and occupies vertically • space of
about three feet has, suspended around
from a ring ablaut a foot in diamete
r,
of the,. New 'dealt Teresa- eald ihe triae
In thiehy tentform, as he lighted e eerie
torting"rigarratter bk•in0 relieved Trod
duty, relates the Kew VorldWorld. 4
"It seems to me sometimes that evet4 a nilmber of Pendan
ts' each 
composed
of severaLcurious metal objects strung
toarding-honse room, every cranny
• furnished-room house, and even the 
one below the other. Below this circle
best of apartmeitaltories , conceal.
some sort of a familtisiseleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York is a good
place to hide vireo); Otaand then ed
many young men and women comiae
bed? in seerea of ane postgame pr, ill-
reers meet eddh'dIscouragement. Wit*
those people, a letter may mean hope or
tile itself.
"In flats and apartment houses where
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail. or in a boarding-house where It
passes 'through the hands of servants.
you can pee women In all styles of neg-
ligee costnmee, hanging ever the bal-
ustrades, their eyes* just beagle* for a
letter. t • 
•
'One woman In partipular I remelt:t-
he!. Obis-teed In a fiat feat Illighte VD,
and morning after morning I would
and her shivering In tbe vestibule an,'
waiting for Me. She watched me hun-
grily as I distributed the mall to the
rario i boxes. Nothing ever came for
her, dta nevelt told hie her story.
but me ybu &mid read It in her
faca, which grew thinner every day
At leaf I brought her a letter, and what
do you'illifik she did -when she looked
at it? lust droppe4 at my feet In • tidy
little faint, after one scream of relief
and joy that brollgilt adiC. janitor on
the run.
"Thep there eerien ice little girl ale1 
or met lately entity last sone
mer. She'd always ask: 'Anythin
g for
mamma tdolaat? net When rii rilialo
t
my head sttgal raeasight upstairs
. The
janitor told me about them. The hus-






nest." but the ingenuity of
 a Newark
eck an Mailer netAitet ot (Mr
 Is Wird
to beat »
A jewelry shop had be
en entered and
a tray of jewel* atirliettfold 
touter the
very dyes of the cola On 
trial the fol-
lowing conversation took pla
ce bet wee*
the olive conam
isaioner and the so-
ti" ;vtt; ti4;1‘et
lieri4n?":
"I did 'see feim, eater ho
nor, anti exited




"What Old be say?"
"He said he was lookin'
 into the loca-
tion, as he was loan' in for
 jewelry him.
self."
"Well, he did. He robbed 
the store."
"Well, your bettor, even lee°
 was •





She—is it true that yaild bleielhe
r is go-
ing to remarry lila illv.l cecli nitr?
ue-rYea. ''lie bee% rio . f toi
l se.
gettinted with her dung t
he dayorce
trial that he fell tta, lerrod,d
dItIt hed,--r
Filegende dIttettet.
of pendants and hanging from the
center of the support of the bell Is a
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal,
the lantern being about a foot la
height.
A larger wind bell of metal, one that
sells for $7a, has no lantern, but a
bigger hoop anti longer and larger
 aed
more numerous pendants, each cor
e-
pose] of several metal objects at-
tached one below the other.
A strange. if air grotesque. wind
• metal, one that sells for 121.)0,
has for a top Miele a solid metal eo
n-
struetIon two feet or more In di
ameter
and shaped like a great shallow b
owl,
and here hanging inverted and 
with
the pendants hanging three fret
 or,
more In length atoned from its
 outer
edge. The readmits of this great 
wiad
bell, each composed of a numb
er of
oddly shaped objeets suspended 
ofht
below the °teat' along e It.. tary In,
lenath, nd at the end of a num
beri
af ilfe n4taltt Itelig ill Mad
ill rite
elib:to gued. -
Wind bells In their leas exp
ansive
and, *re familtak• Ini-ms Ire 
tiring (Irk
porthei fn surnmerawhere the 
hieezet
can bay -with them *ad "%metal
; them,
tinkle eir • proaucee ;they 
menthol'
19nnea In //tiptoe, each wind
 , bells









he saurated when tlie doer 
wax opened.4






arbtt rfirely, bp , pp
° dira; be
entered that' Wonted tet








sere& a o Sumewlitif 
wonder;
therefbre, I set the trail eaten
to see ft there veldt 
cOniplealent
aldthiti floe *tidies it nsiiiect 
inotirr
There was tie sddn4 title thtlea
tbdt of the trap. Both Wer
it'inttnstere
?chillies. What I wish t
b ituk)w49.-  did
?do. 2 :bark. when No: I was 
'eseghtt
lei mice ever exhibit Orlah
t and sere
pilse by whistling or harkin
g?
NECI if • AB i)
Seed from the Fempire Stet
s Prothoe
the Most of Those Grown •
Abtoad.
Cabbage heads are mostly 'New Y
ork-
ers—at least the vegetable v
ariety in
seed form. From the btu:timer l
and of
California •come the Sower 
seed,.
There are ;More than 600 seed
 ,atertne
In the United States devoted 
to the'
production of vegetable, field crop
 and
flower seeds, some as large as 
1,004
acres. To scientific methods i
n seed
growing is credited much of t
he Im-
provement accomplished In many
 eco-
nomic and ornamental plants, the 
most
careful inflections being made 
from
year to year to the mother plan
ts for
the next year. Immense quan
tities of
farm and garden seeds are se
nt to
Europe, and 'extremely few, s
uch as
fancy grass seeds, are imported
 them
from. Of clever and grass seed
s hun-
dreds of tons are annually 
exported,
Yankee clover being In especial
 de-
mand ademed. In most European
 °pan-
tries ere seed control station
s, where
seeds are tested by simple, Inte
resting
method., mock of It done by Young
girls. There are 40 stations I
n Ger-
many, which have created suc
k a sen-
timent for pure seeds Instead of 
&dui-
teirsuMi that the best dealers 
gladly
submit INIMOples of their mer
chandise
ler meet of quality and 
guarantees.
The departmeet of agriculture
 In Yan-
keeland purposes to establish
 a sim-
ilar system if tong es can
 be per-
eudded to enact th requisite 
legiala-
Uon.






friends, kncwing of the ten 
dollar bet,
crowded etert srd irgeleifte 
Joke him.
"Where's your horse maw?" Gl
ancy
was asked. . , .
Clancy suri-r:y.atit 
orefulle.
'I can't quite rid?trift*Irl
itoPitedidi
"whether he is Due • the third ra
ce-,
fdrst In t fotarth."--1 'Mon He
rald.
ftent Youth.
"Say; Bah," mid the email gi
rl to e
small hoY,'efitet siNs felation
s?'•
-itokaktov..' mita the r, "
t0010 rhiljeee,V
AJOer so b
dee fear they'll case arouno on a 
ton
'vend say 4th a Isn't a 4
/ 401 - lelfmellitskirigtOli Star,
tier:F.)14,e aniettlive.T
t;1: tot dlowit obnoe;rt 
,44
• "' ,
AS GEOGRAPHY IS 
LEARNED
Illustrated in the Leeson Ans
wers of
• Young Expert in the
Study.
Little Rob was the prize geogra
pher
se his elms; that is, be co
uld locate
stiles and bouad Leantriss 
with great
glibness, says Success Magazine,.
 ble
eould draw the most eimalhttic
 tnapi,
pasting in the rivers, mountain ra
nges
and ;Atha from memory. Rob
 consid-
Aced geography purely in the li
ght of a
same la which he always 
beat, but
'ha neyer associated It, wi
th the great
'world snout him. Rived!, to h
im, were
ao more than black, wigg
ly lines,
cities were dots, and states were b
lots.
New York Was green, Pennsy
lvania
was red and California was yell
ow. 01
course Bob had never trave
led. He
was born In a canyon near t
he coun-
try school he attelided One day
 the
teacher made the discovery 
of Iteru4s
Idea, of eeography through, th
e foilotie
lag lacident. After vainly inqu
iring
of several 'of the children whe
re Bra
Ish Columbia it! located, She 
called an
Rob, who, as Ismail, was waving
 tito
band -excitedly, wild With th
e enthu-
siasm of pettautt knowlediro
.
"It Is) on page Ike" be declare
d.
After the roar had subsided, the
teacher explained that that 
was only
pletare of British Colonities
. alien





teacher: It la.,aL1 over tit*
National Time...,
Americans get their correct tirnitr
om
a little room In 
the Naval observatory
located on Georgetown heights, In
, the
areburbs of Washington. The Ob
lterva-
wad was originally inte
nded to dett,e
errors In ship throtionaKers anta
to re-
plate tbera properly. Tblis w
ork ceinati•
totes one department at th
e institution,
but perhaps its mast imp
ortant talc-









ueen & Ceestent Route
"Florida Litnitcd"—Leaving 
1.004
*edit at 8 a: in, daily co
mmie at
Danville, Ky., WW1 bulid 
trade of
'Jul man re ers and 
vestibuledidt
c.l. • IC' "alqf rtkPm.141an t. 1.1.1iigkussctitel I l
a. e Sx









vine to St. Augustin
e, winhout
cSang,e via CaaFtneoga ape! Atl
anta,
akriOti a? ' ya Ornttle • St 8;50 p.
m. and St. A gostin at tb p. in.
next day. Freda'. Ostaidle •• this i*
solid train of'dritwing.ebbrn sleepers,
composite car, observation car, ete.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
'Via the ”Loott of the Sky"—Pull-
Than efr-tOtt • itfiktill . 1...0effillide at 7:45
p, F rn ; f daily, - i'isnntng'i throigh to
Krioweille,:irehete contuteticra is made
at 915 tat rii.- 'With throngls• sleeper
to • latksonvilte, 'tin '•Asfheeillet Co.
fumble 'led ;Savannah, 'arriving at
Jacksonville et 9 ie. et. ' •
*truster tourist Tickets',
Go ea returning tante May 31E, 4,:w
woe on .ale atiow rates..
Moment tie-Killing BMW.
Some Oen' Mall West Ind
ian fish,
locally known as "millions," are thri
v-




the home this species,
and It Is luggested that the i
mpunity
Of that island from tire trialirlal moil-
gusto tatty be due touts present*.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville sod "Land ot
the 510-" • and "Sapphire Country?'
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win,
ter Homes," rather handsomely
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southerts
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.,
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. A C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinolg Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and. operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and.
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis. Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vkbaberg.
Gulfport, win., Hammond, La.
Mardi t-r%, at New Orkane Feb.
ay, 'ob. Gulfport is a Mexican gait
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship sailing' from New
Orleans for Nfeskino, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West. ladles and Europa.
Seed or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via blew Oilcans.
Havana, Cabs, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through servi
ce
ta New Orleans and the new ocean





Havana at suswese Friday morning.
Hot Spretga Ark., Florida.
Daily! Steogiewe Vatg withpud cluume
Chicago', o flive.-,$pings, wi4h con-
nections at Namely, atom Otincinnatii
and LoutIville.
Through "Vimie Flyer" Sleeping.
soar') 10 Idadr Or Tte hest-
Car Line St, Louis tp Jacksonville
vi tfinetieillite Cliartaboega' ad At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special TOUTS of Merasto and Cali- -
(omit via the Illinois Central and
Iefew Orbs:ins under ti. auspices 6/
Raymond & Whitcomb. wilt !nth
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 'and and Feb..
23rd, ice Mexico and Califcnotia, thee ••
fast to include et N_ a stop-over eer 
Oeleastie for the Mardi Gras. Entily
ivies made in specie] peivite eetd-
hule tieing of finese Palmate., wifit
diniag can eeraice. Fascinating trigs,
complete in teary 'iletail.
Moots, Ceattal Weekly F.xdar e
skim tp California. Excteetion cars
through to Los Angeles and SSA
Francisco as foil:laws: Via New Or-
leans and the Seuthirn Routes eV-
cry FrIttay fr?in Chicago.; every Tufts
day from Cott-limed and Lonievina
via Omaha midi the Scenic Route *le-
ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particliarra coacerning all off
the above can be had of agents Pt'
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addresedag either of the
undersigned.
Joe. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati
F.. W. liaelcrw, D. P. A., Loins-
yule.
Joins A., Scott, A. G. P. A., Me"
A. IfailiSON, P. D.
(tittle°. •









TEST BY FIREMEN REMEDY FOR APPENDIOITI .
leztraordinarily Good B.smilist Said
to-Have Been Obtained from
Calleatel. •
EXPLOSIVEfd BUReineD TO AS-
CERTAIN THE DA141GER.
Cartridges Explode with Insufficient
force to Do Much Damage.-
Interesting Expert-
meet.
An interesting experituent Was Made
a few days since at the convention of
firemen at Duluth, says the Beaton
Herald, for the purpose Of having de-
termined the extede of danger there
wee to firinoin in entering a burning
building known to contain ezamuni-
time In agreat many hardware stores
it is /awe that senzaualtiOn. Is Lamina
.P
t.u. Rix/ 1fl1
that this class of material Was of a
character that would prove seriously
ter biiI
(explosions, their lives would be masa-
gerad. tithes been customary in most












et: 40 ba• the lint-
tied, s4 Usatitilan gimlet boa l wlpien
U is kept shall be placed near the
aoor qt. the Koss pit q. place now to
the kerma, so thet in the event of
Are it can be, foully reetoved. But
with Axed ammunition regulations of
this ki d are net in force, juid a great
Left to the discretion of
tea In these manillas.
lint belief has existed, that If
ga& store were to teke Are it etteuld
be dangerous to enter it, and, indeed.
it might be dangerous for anyone. to
pass In the near virenity at the time
of the Are. The experiments maga at
Diduth wife ̀for the pdrpose of deter-
&Nine the conditions under which
r2:1141,11,31=
tions that etitertained the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
ezeitelle with ,Iteleforetlie c'lplocfhigtot rm. spay, ad-
jacent keg'. anti e Aast o are rem
the fine ropy' be coletnuelicated to the
Seemd wftti inch eaatictity that thii x -
plosion is practically:. eilmnitatisous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
In a inilitling '11P/Ard Ahem 111WPose.in which were placed thousands of
reunds of =mutation of all kinds.




other In which they* were put in con-ned space. as In boxes, eo,e00 or more
cartrldge itkust have bleu made the
subject of the esiperiraen't.
It was fourM: as the result of Ma-
ting telline Is betidtags specially 'built
to U. burned down, that an explodiagee 
cultidg• bis sot Soltikeeal foree to
seer Oyes the menieept cart...dee. anti.
therefere. 6:aquoi coninsunicatie Ire tt.,
the ponder salute:. o: its utighioor in
pAirs,pach _ciartrAgp (..4;.:94es !pail
hilqrs / &Ai fefisiei Mish
nlar parnee . is basted Ito , tee flashing
joint but the flash from one cartridge
cluIP9taw.liteP ,the pltill4oeu t. • C451444n,
cozheTtLatlyi Insixad ot hosts* note-
telletale,eepliolons. there le a etaiee l




tt jit tisaniggition 
like musketry lire. r
tr;%11 f elte ni
AV. rrritalr alY.er f„7111.4d104.4b
a seri° nuttier. at the cartrita,
Shell, when uneupported by thit vaunt
chamber, bursts ....4t; At% flrpt hdtil
of firc • ager fall% 'Miler the
to t a reOterreee !low pressure.
iTile • eee firlimlita its score,in Iosttgar ses vast eat rather rlem
ii tt1OVlt. Abe bnilot forward, awl▪ itiferd t nothing tO, coufate tee ra.
bowing gas, It has little
force. Often the  kends loft Alit
Ina din
Magee arearesslig, throltli coaa
"Thlegli-111,70
.ever ey; Mitt is. the heavier peens ol
ethe darftideisifeeenaii troveiiti
'1h4tigAereglarti a
tate with no great, force er,velocite.
In a Are firemen can kinal Vokleydnbithe range of the thrown tragments and
fen be •erithia• easy -sterklits dietsitiod
Air ri as r1060 to the Ire as the hest will
/eittgraigrotuP . ILL'C
penult.
fragments of carteldge_b,were throws)
efrntn 40 to 30, feet.; 1%-f with so tew .a
easibeey that thoal who we're hit suf
4 fe-el no discomfltrxre. The cartridges
*shamed Asuitained mare 4,kaa 4410,' acunde at black and smokeless pow
oder. a sufficient quantity, if kept to
• 'bulk. to have made a very serious
• .causere
t








meaning health, and is correctly appliedto a healthful place, a •rt • con.valescente. Sanatorium, fr
bail. is correctly applied to




Aaircent-Not a quarrel,was It, thee"
eiteleitatemsee 1111,0* Inn ' let-
germ' yid me, an' I shpoke to her as
cd led/ to sloth*, ." Clove/andsr. 1
Mum.
the titer mho* these lobe dares air- eat of etlee,hetibaed-.rlad aignilicntian..not erowing Vou wfttaming at present,
once a umi tirPV0414 t ,F31r
fathers wheeling beay deLegeriducupaits
elej'thee- "trehit
son Of buoy nirrs liee4tg




4: ati thonditiwievg iseefelliieletreitiht
In a ferilla rtban their little ittelibitte.
ettpeeielTy tf-the:re -etrerrat. of 'them
'Idetide. Amble r ili6i144/peb$164 in
*elle of' fain! 04,, teletvalasta ,
suM into abrrery try their "strewn:- bath
tie' role the reel Of itt4 'Cifm11/ bind
ho ';i:tf.X • illarrixoires.Yrom seatwat ion.
The WV of •tho slave earl is- a earl
one. She hasenonaof the rights of a
woman. •But it tught to be udde.1
'the Chinese leek °sites °mitten
wIth Kteat. disfavor. -4 nave owner
is nearly always therotighlY hated
individual • in the copular:soy. ,
. ,
4 Webeter as a Kelp 'Gatherer..
It did not take Webster lon4 to. dis-
cover tae value of kelp or seaweed as a
fertilfzere lie carted tens of It upon his









I : Quaint aleineral Guenther, of Fraale4'
port, Geemeay, reports to as, depart-c
meal of voMararceeend laberdhe SW -
=l treatment of. appendicitis byot "colleague" a sliver salutioue
Witdd;
"Mte..11 has been written on the treat-,
eppenclicithe principally with
wince to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation 'nest be per-
forated to *see the lib of the patient.
:1st would doubtless be' a great boon if a
reedy could be found to make an op-
atiou unnecessary. Stich it remedy, it
alleged, how been found 'Under the
name Collangol is a form
ef pure' silver soluble in water. Chem-
Ind "ln,:tAtraattoiest for renderipg silver,
pitch and some other metals* ',rater' were discovered witbiu
!the *Intim rare. The arithmetic lisr9P'of OAR has lOng been Ogle/vas,
bildaneit; th a farm of lentil. 'die-
*blob! hen also' been elintleiliteree
Are ten, however, has Wen
Bantd Nein this kW.*
buoceseiti'lzienti heft hale
edirildieueffinnelle
tie it the' teltablee ndaltititadagp
heat-pierisonons silver in suppurative.
diseases, as, for instance, In the dreaded
paerpetal,irrat and other eapputative
limasegi4, J. hit, #. •
"ribftetWbbliblMeje;VSIIIIAMtktrets,
now used collangol in amtehtlicitible
414/ internally ant tinseenblly. Itis
treatment, seaorillar to' hit statenellati
in the last nulabet of thellinaich MAO
'teal Weabfly Review, hal Yielded egd
arsordinartly good results. Within tarn
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was notteeable in Incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an intiarnmae
lion of the peritoneum bad already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow-often only after weeks of. treat.
ntai in4l1y and eirternitly:
alteelpfing to hi reef iseere ,ases
out of the '71 vitt& bias* Under his ob-
servation and treatzneut all were cured
witheot any porgies! operateute , He
clainUI dat ibid treatr/k4gt *ter? much
superior to, any other, alai! that he is
Justine" pi '0,94 $iijit, puie of
appendfcitis, if early 'diagreised, be it
ever so setae' and rekiernant, • can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
L&_ 707of the after-wise favora_blg
ikkrSd
probable Writ Iffnapingio will prove cor-
rect. Artlt,e=ite rlespetilee se great
deal **talk before
It will be salqdae,.switha timely
eperaticete• "'Walt ts 09004 of saving
neltlYJ$y , Theplubdshed statements
of Dr. Koosbrugger are not explicit
.9o9gh. rut L0. the Piqua of the cases to
make easier Ctificilsth possible. At all
eyeots ale steeetelats deeerve careful
attentidn. Oh the Other heed, it cannot
yet be stated'beir lung the cure will last.
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, will weteklowe; tap
question, however, 'el haws lode.






; Mon persons the Obraie "This be
Stature witnesseth" ac much Ghee
I
ARISTOCRACY OF ITALY.
'Bile Noble ,Lord Who Was a Street
Scavenger, Another a
Waiter. ,
There is an old Venetian adage
ivihich seer "Conte ehe non 'count
note coatis inieeite" '(a count Who
'dciesnetettlettli (mote) ‘tipersial count
'for anything), !'And peoPo-
salon repregents fairlyeteteletlie gene-
!went of •the mOdert' Kaden, a'
In that country the general feeling
!toward the titled aristocracy I will
;not say oaf pie contempt, but at best
,id Inter indifference. The lesser sort
of titles e.reeregarded ahuore value-
Jess, even ley their 'Anti
now tenet,/ end r1s4sg arIntoorse7, sup.
plied from the lualus ,of it/dusted andtaromeece, are displacing the fansilles
of aecieut and resounding name, the,Member; of inhlch ioto obecurity
and at times 'into fulelling the motet,
menial offices.
I have known a case of a noble lord
who follerea the entoreitatg occupte
tlon of a street scaveneer, lu a cafe
in a certain Rieke town Was habit-
ually viewed by le Walter with the tiele
o 4ousityad., etansetiunouslinfrPitlia)
tlea bistsrl. Mid Yang 'ptirsonilly sled
quainted with a lord of ancient 1litee
NEW 11 Oleo We Iblialletiedi /meal ease.
tber ellgagedd• tdtletiteocation of raild
way porter,.,, ideltuit
In general ths.allatocracy of Italy
1318etriztilY 'Wry, iTaer blab* i a
.ye oku)vt, Of: 11111OndOei
u4 • Per.1°/10,1 i.reIRDIUR SPA aderoteeetleis often. the, elte.dow of bare
tinge sad empty cupboards. This,
y, poseible and easy, tor in.
cotintry ltfe is pa,seed in the sun
Whd Sir, and tae obligations of hos-
gi,tillty are nrucb less- stein:A:a ttaanRagland.
The loured youth of Venice, who, in





Ed, ativitli Eilir?oft.6 awr , ,t. Elmo ,tiff
,eisitors fluttering with their magnifi-
cence and majesty, coutrive to do al
eats, on. something lees three francs n
,lay.
The daily turepet le the Corso et- on!the Pincio at Rome has a splendor lit-tie inferior to those of the Chat:tapsElysees or Hyde Peek, yet not a 'few
of these 'engulf!. ladies mad gay cav-
alier* ere better aranainted with the
painful •eeartiltrge of fin trnsatistied
stomach than any British mechania
regularly earning his Le a week.
ABOUT THE CHINESE WIFE._ —
Unwaveringly Constant and Atten-
tive tostithe Comfort of Her
Husband.
dryin e







i'lii fyarchment was melded, trimmed
and the top was tealloped with
lilet.f.' nifilvellInfOrthr. I la-tehiaarei ndheanvte-
in prigitin ueleg parciant
dePaneA rffiPIZ 9fftfulttlii*J4101;
U141,444.1; Vilif kaki
retath9, di, a 41 ) I •1011.....iittl ; bit/In the -same way tint signature o
etirmie'whtilla °illy clerks and th
ismer is gape of those old.'
OF, gr eet/14-FLOSLW.411.t.eita*.?" thcustom for the contracting parties
token thearoipoepi hitt,/
lay* t ir hands upon theadanIt i
b re
a &tag& -/AN 1 gie
Dawes marks. were not entity Merle
Astil ehe gintel lidded !heir seals fcthe purpose pf fprther ,estaellishing th
'vitality ot the ddentnent..• Pt may no
be ge rally known that a toed is sal
reVr thew. ehmsga the nhed fo
it ph d w Wail e*-elid of edtication
1
and the bit of red paper atilsod by th
lawyer is as ascesfarY as the intikture to certain docutueubt.
A court of law is a reminiseenee of
The Clelnese wife la , nearly always
conetane chaste and iffectienate. Mi-
nna stories Itee tu dwell on the love
of women abet has no limit. This, says
th Is why widowhood is
revered and Suicide, dn the part of
the bereaved woman, !s not condemned
La the old. classics. It is because of
this general acknoilidament of the
unwavering constancy of wives that
the fickle woman is held up to scath-
ing satire in their Pities and proverbs.
Tt Is from a Chinese story that Vol-
taire drew his inspitution for the tale
of the woman who genemisee her hus-
band-on hie death-bed that elm motile
t 4tt4t his 7k3 a
It day
Is your or pro ession
judge of the Prisoner.







',How do we know. the World is
round?" inked the 1
•111111111ft
prelleptly replied the erne who had been











experience. For example, in one letter




manure. Put that down as one maxim."






g an hich he ha cut fm
a cottonwood tree. This he tossed amide,
and later Mrs. Benton stuck it in the
at the beeliedeete. 014ies
house. P. took root and grew. It is now
a huge tree, and is known in the neigh-
borhood as "the John /Brown cotton-
Wood." .
tir B
"My father says he feels as spry MI • 43 
.
when he went to college," remarked jeditie-s aso atcondition be the pretty girl,Igo out again to-night. You seem to "Don't doubt it," replied her suitor. 7 te e a. in.;
"He impressed mu that he was still •
iforget that all' day long I have been
!OP Loy ;WA i4Urliqi Insurance to Peo-ple until ,Umetee eaneatta,eo thatol





home. I haven't taken
you out for seven weeks, and you're
sick of sitUpg eroune doing the mend-
ina•and 'erighleg ytiu * were 'dead? .
!By /Obey, that's it woman!. That's
appreciation for a Man Who slaves all
diat just for a_  wegyues sake, and
when he's so worn out that he. can't
Wee, •nd his atiklee Ache., gad his
seemed:I ain't in st ,sh*Pe, and .0*
lipPlier. cut bls chin roe times, whine
1071 brilig on blood poisoning-In fact,
naletelsteirery queer right *0W-then
rid; SP teee heelt, on. the $1113100. ell
RIX. hot tale4pg yeteque ..,, ,
fi. 49. Aarhfli 1 Iv ARAI. lifb144, anYth1i4
t en my cuts. . Loaeit-ra,7 Pie* eienik
IlAsta papas eternally picking at me
ere, really do. awe Reit that enuffililige
The least little teeing which bar
us you turn on the water worki
d! This is the, first night . I've
rxeed home. and for ell 1 carte east
Weelti go wittieute.pleamiess ell eon;
SRM. ea hire., . LI em out stitht, meal Triit 4 riiiioTil Vefil
. 1
ineurance ,to.flition I can't fine .titue
the day. .'Xitite Y . go to call* 'and
*At's. I 'IaaVa, 410 my bust isi.
. If I ditie't e io muc pooze I
Imuldn't need to make eta esti limn-
ItSiT Marta, your Tessellate is itleten.
lag; booze is nb Word for a lady to use,
and it cuts a man to hear his wife,
Whom he guards every' way, get oil
any of that stuff. I said it when I
came in with a bun on, and told you
I'd,had some of the best in town? A
woman who artfully worms things out
Of a person whenehe is so tired 4 sad
weak from overwork that he is ball
crazy ought to be ashamed.
I was not drunk! At the corner here
I took one glass of beer, to-revive my-
self, and that is all. I smelt like I had
takcn a bath in it? Say, Maria, I hate
vulgarity. fThe reason I came in quiet-
ly was in order not to disturb you, and
the thanks I get are that you sit up in
bed and bawl me out! I did leave my
shoes outside lathe hall, I admit, and
I put my light overcoat in the icebox
because adon't know. where yonekeep
things anyway, and it seemed a'good
place. Keep right on laughing, ma-
dam!
What! Perhaps I don't know that I
loft only one shoe and a bottle at gin
in the ball and put the other Shea
away in the umbrella stand, where I
always bide bottles? Bah! I won't
discuss IL ill take one of those
nickel torches I hare to smoke so that
you can wallow i4 luxury and sit over
here and read. No, I'm not going to'
read the dope. I don't , even ,know
what you mean. Did I get these cigars
for a ticket? Yes, I did. (By Jove,
that ain't a regular lie. A fellow must
tell a lib sometimes. She'd fly clear
up and hit the sly If I told the truth
abouteepea Why 4, reu,.turn up your
nose, Marta" 'Yoe kerne It dotet make
a freckled, pug nose any handsomer.
Your fathet letighed and' laughed
when you told him resent my ilelf-de-
nial and mer nickel cigars? He said
thee- were ell cents each and I must
have a pull f I eat 'em cheaper? Your
'father ii a aohfounded meddling old
idea! Said the gang in that new club
I'm in would Aran me good, did he?
And I ought to have some one teach
me to plar pool and 'poker?
acetate 'tell eon, Maria, I ain't been
stuck for a game since I've been in it,
and, counting' but fritiks and •sraokes
a felloeflo got th buy if he's a winner,
,I quit all fo•abegood eaery might this
Week, and--drele .tui woo& out! .
- Is that so? You wer•- oftly kidding?
Your fatherr!Irsin't: bum ..iie,e at all?
By Jove! Glob rise theilustoceal, died-
hag wife' et' lnetbeirae*Me. 'A Mae
could live in pettee..,(3yee. Of couree,
yonithiter rou've.gpt ei.•,.eu me utile,
, Maria, elle beeatne• II said- , a bet I 441
just a r fen. Buten nonaae won man
see a jelee of course. ,
My ee.teer never made misty ornate
!and marketed erounil in an, undertmee
manner, tryleg to catch se man in a
lie. What?, You and the hail 11 ;000
laugn? She's tee one why pin you
next about the cigars end said I'm
my father qver again, all right?-Hum.
Talk about a phonograph! A vomit- as
got 'cm beat, dabler, jaleer forever
abut nothing! Rats! I s:t here with
a high fever from the told I got
standing in drafts, tending to business
and aching all over, and when I get
on my feet every step is agony, and
you don't care! You dott'I even-Holy
Moses! Is this Wednesday' Great
Scott! You'll have rne off my nnt
completely moon! Here the big Tam-
many parade's congas off and I've got
to walk in it and ferry a Peg on s
cane! I've got to go clear down






gimme that 50 cents I gave you for
rent; I might need it. Spry enough
7 to walk six miles, am I? '1
fit° bandy words with y ,
Maria! The party needs me, and I
on t h nee.? I ain't got e ,
erg.' owlet).
" dyeit fltdiduttrtisner
^ 'a Maellegare'deen't you
berwteirthasix poeleiliba your
ms about iceApril numbernu'amt 
in 
and snow."
"Caul help it," sighed the weary ed.
"The newspaper' isamastats bone
got Utilise at such a point that nobody
will submit a poem on sprint"- Chicago
-attn.
college student last night.'
"You don't say! In what way, Har-
e7?"
"Why, he gave we a cane rush,"-
Chicago News.
From Bad to Worse.
"Mike," said Plodding Pete, as be
climbed into a freight ear, "I'm glad de
government doesn't Own de railroads."
"Why?"
"Because when we takes a free ride
thew de worst dat happens is to be pub
oft But if de government was ruing**
de lines we'd be arrested fee Pattie
sure."-Washington Star.
At the Employment Office.
"Do you see the tall cook in the blue
gingham epeone Well, ten housewives
have tried herdsine last ten days and
eke hail left them all."
,e "Gracious! Her name must be 'See
tend "
"Why sot"
"Because no woman can keep her."-.
Chicago Daily News.
Oars Cure.
"Did you see my picture in this
mornings paper?" said the publio
01111.
"No," said the wit, shrieking with
laughter. "What were you cured oft
Ha, ha!"
"Of vanity, after I saw the picture,'
answered the other sadly.-Cleveland
Leader.
A Toke with a Diagram.
"You're an angel," declared
young man.
"Do you mean to tell me that Pro,
masculine?" haughtily Inquired the
girl.
N. B.-New York preachers have de-




Mrs. Psmith-But how did you man-
age to keep that secret a whole week.
dear?
Mrs. Kjones-It wasn't hard. I sim-
ply stayed away from the Browning
club, and when callers came I sent
word that I wasn't at home.-Cleve-
land Leader.
His Good Advice,
'Yes, mother, I told him I was the
best speller In our class at schooL"
"And did he give you the job?"
"Ido, mother, he gave me some words
to spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
then he said I'd better go to school for
another spell." Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't itr
"Ye-es."
"Do you notice the glamour the art-
ist has thrown over it?"
"No, I don't. But if it was mine 1
would throw a horse blanket over tL-
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Worse Yet.
Rewnder-Blame the luck, anyhow!
Lusher-What's the metier?
Rownder-Aw, my wife always stays
up for me, when I'm out late at night.
Lusher-You're lucky. Mine comes
after
"Do you see an e n about
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
"Ye," austeered tee eeptcal manager.
'It seen t, nee els me peat he should
have ft si-as tunhi."-Wash.
ington Star.
Pretty. Stetisgotaliktir.
For books ml tkanttauts little u's,
But though she Is not y'S.
She Make; me watch my p's, and q's
' Wheb looking In her '
-P011aae.phia Vress
"A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."
-Philadelphia Bulletin.
ttrutnimous,
"I'm saddest when 1 0,,p g." she screamed;
Said bar hearers; "Holly fool!
She ain't the only pebble
On the beach, for so are we."
-Memnon Post.
A Lucky Circumstance.
, leirst ;usurer:ice Financier (after tes-
tifying, nervously)-How did I acquit
myself?
Second Insurance Fenancier (fierce-
ly)-There was ho jury!-Puck.
Victim of In Imposition.
Sharpeon-You seem disappointel
with that new society turret.
Plats-,Disappoiated? I'm disbunecti
It's a fraud. It iliteh even objectioue
riblele-Ctecago Tedbilue.
Ready to Oblige.
Mrs. Young-, Mother says set erantai
to be cremated.
Mr. Young All right -I'll att_ssitt4rj
It at once. Cail het, will you?
lane eaelireteee.v <31 -' j tit- • • '
„
The Dominant Paetor.
"The Met husband eloped with her,e
said Mies Cayenne. •
"Add the seennd and third?"
"She eloped with them."-washiag.
ton Star.
Rind to the Limit.
"Was he kind to his family?"
"I should say he was. He couldn't











DR. W. I.% EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)






to, ix and 12, Columbia fat
PADUCAH. KY.
T. Hall
Office with Dre. Rivers & Rivers, 1311
Mart hFifth, Both Phone 555,








Rooms 5 and d Reiter Building,




Instr ance, i..orporation and
Real Estate Law.
S. D.A.BNE Y
-D 7 NTI ST-
TrueharP Buildbg,
OLIVER, OLIVER & /CGREGOR.
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rtaz bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Frateraity Building.
New Phoae Li* Old Ptv)ne 303,
11. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
. Telephene 270.
1=1.11.1!•••••••111•••
DR. ROM'. J. .BEVERS
zoo NORTH FIFTH ST BEET
Both Phunes 355
'office hours d. to ro a. in., i to 3




St. Louis and Tennessee River elre
et oompanea-the cheapest and ben
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 enuesm river
and retort'.
It Is a trip of pleas-use, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats et each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. ni.
For other information apply to des.
Roger, superintendent; Frank Le
Brown, agent.
H.T. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH,
TRIAPPONRS








Room No, 5, Columbia Duna*
#,
A GUAltAtITEE
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves our store that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is









Thursday Mcrning, Feb 8. z896.
LOCAL NLWS
—Mr. James M. Lang yesterday
weeived a fine bird dog from Parkers
burin Ill., but dolesn't know who
mese him.
• —Mr. and Mrs. S. D. .Whitmer,
of Thirteenth and Jackson streets,
have s-tiew girl baby.
--Srme evening next wee's the al.-
nual election of directors will
held. by the Commercial club.
M. and Mrse. Gorge Mills, of
South . Eighth street, have a new
girl baby.
—Mrs. S. Q. Williams continues
very ill of nervous prostration as
the trestilt of her husband's death
two weeks ago.
'-a-Yesterday many lights were
strung at the park lake, and last
night larger crowds were out skat-
ing and enjoying themselves.
----J. M. Luttrell has in the local
courts sued Ayr-Lord Tie company
for $45o elaini,d due for timber, but
yesterday compromised, the company
paying him $too arn: he turning over
to them 20,000 feet of lumber.
—Clarence S. Williams. railroader.
has filed a petition in bankruptck,
givint $716 liabilities and no assets.
—Jackson, Tenn., is being men-
tioned as the sixth city for the K.
I. T. League, but, the newspaper
talk in that direction this materialized
acithing definite.
-CHILDREN'S HOUR."
Bi-Weekly Gathering's to Be Hotd by
Littie ..tirs a. "Library.
The trustets of the Carnegie library
are preparing to establish "Children's
flour" at the institution on Ninth
and Broadway, and the basement wiW
be nicely fitted up for the occasion.
In this arrangement for one hour
every other Friday afternoon, the
chikleen cif the city will be invited to
the buildIng tro hear remarks and
lecture, eivrent events of the day,
and also be instrueted in things
tending to increase their civic pride,
patriotism and increase their familiar-
ity with elevating features. The
trustees arc now arranging for thi
first gathering that will find all con-
veniences Ptepared for the little one.
The trustees have ordere'd Me-
Clurg's supply house to forward the
remaining goo vohrrnes of the 1,500
book order, while the reference and
text books stiggested by public school
teachers will be bought.
'OLAWSON CONFERS.
.,WITH GOV. CUMMINS
Dirisfotnes, lovra, Feb 7.--Thos.
W!. Lawson of Boston and party of
tarns% arrived this morning to con-
tinue the insurance discussion with
Gov. Cummins which is in Chicago
Monday. After a talk with Cummins',
T.2W5011 Will, write a ktter on insur-
ances to Pregident Roosevelt. Lawson
'said .he had a copper deal on hut was









R. .VALtth & CO.
, CW11,9 R A T F. D.
""0"*EtruyglIallolea. *Fifth and B'way.•
1.
liPtia.h0..ne. 175.

















There got out for the Tennessee
liver yesterday the steamer Clyde.
She will he up that street till next
Monday irigi t.
The Joe Fowler left for Evansville
yesterday and comes back again to-
inorrow.
The John S. Hopkine comes in to-
day from Ei -esville and skips out
immediately • • l-er return that way.
This morn..., it 8 o'clock there
gets out for s.m o the Dick Fowler
She comes back tonight about it
o'clock.
The Richardsoi . came in yesterday
from Clarksville and immediately de-
parted for 'Nashville.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
oi the Tennessee river late tonight
and lays here until Saturday after-
noon at 5 o'clock before skipping
away on hr return.
The Stacker Lee gets away from
Memphis today and reaches here
Sunday on her way to Cincinnati.
The towboat Lyda has gone to the
umberland river after a tow of ties
sr the Holcomb-Lobli'tie corn-
any. .
Doubly Charged.
For several days liailie Nichols,
white, has been wanted at police
headquarters on a warrant taken out•
by the Palmer Transfer company.
which charges that she got into one
of their vehicles and after riding re-
fused to pay- hack fare. Officers
Gourieur and Rogers located `her at
Thirteenth and clay streets yester-
day shortly after noon. She was
v,ry drunk at the time and on being
loched up two charges were entered
opportite her name on the recor
book, omit' charging drunkenness and
the other. Accusing her of refusing
to pay cab fare. She 'has been ar-
rested a time UV two before on the
same ground, refusing to pay hack
fare.
Taken Horne.
Yesterday morning Lawyer Wm.
Lynn, of Murray, wok hack to that
city F,dgar Watkins, the well known
young man of that city who was ar-
rested and locked up the night be-
fore by Officers Hurley and Singery
out about the Union depot because
of his strantee actions evidencing
mental derangement. He claimed he
was bound for Kevil to get married,
an dtalked in such a rambling man-
ner, that he was taloen charge of
'for his own safety. He is not re-
sponsible and the officer, turned him




MAY BE ASKED TO PREVENT
COAL STRIKE.
Miners and Operators Believe Unless
Outside Intervention Be Gteat
Struggle.
New . York. Feb. 7- President
Roosevelt, it is suggested today, may
be called on in a few •days to use his
influence in averting a general strike
of anthracite and bituminous coal
miners. Opinions of leaders at the
twines and operators in this city indi-
cate that without the intervention of
some pottmt influence outside of the
contesting interests a strike of great-
er proportions than has ever been
known in this country is inevitable.
W. H. Cruesdaie, president of the
Delaware, .Lackawanna & Western
company, said: "I don't know that
we are much nearer a general strike
than we were six weeks ago. John
Mitchell conies here on February .15.
We will ifind out in detail what the
union demands. For a long time
we have 'been mining a great deal of
'
anthracite coal and have been storing
large quantities, but none has been
withheld from our customers. The
mildness of the winter has enabled
us to get out a good deal of coal and
has diminished the demands of con-
sumers." .
Thomas P. Fowler, president of
the Ontario & Western railroad, said
it was an open secret that the operat
ors had been getting out an unusual
ouantity of coal and storing it for
many months in anticipation of being
called on to meet an emergency.
Mayfair and the Commons.
(New York Herald.) '
The swc • ping revolution in thr
makeup of the new louse of com-
mons has eliminated most of thr
Members noted for their punctilious-
ness in dress and conspicuous in'en-
tering society women on the terrace
during the season. Rank and faslit
ion and sport are deeply concerned.
Divorce from Mayfair, +emcee •
not deli-act from the efficiency







Facts Given Garfield Not Given
By Him to Department
of justice.
Chicago, Feb. 7.—Attorney-General
Wm, Moody was an interested ob-
server at the opening of the trial
of the immunity pleas advanced bythe packers. He evinced great inter-
est in the case, frequently whisper-
ing suggestions to District Attorney
Morrison who is conductine the case
for the government. C. Mi. McFarlane,
office manager of the Fairbanks Can-
ning company, who was on the stand
when court adjournee on Friday re-
sumed 'his evidence this morning. It
related entirely to the nsrmber and
character of the books which he had
shown to the agents of the govern-
ment who made the investigation
under the direction of Commissioner
Garfield
The witness identified a rnrmber of
papers whic'h, be declared, were the
requisitions issued by . Commissioner
Garfield and his agents for the pro-
duction of certain books. The at-
torneys several times argued over the
admissibility and genuineness of the
document s, and in consequence the
examination of the_ witness was slow
and tedious.
During the noon recess of court
Attorney-General Mbody said in re-
ply to questions: "I notice that the
attorneys for the 'packers have pro-
duced evidence to the effect that
Commissioner Garfield said he would
not give to the department of justice
the information he secured from the
packers. If he ever said that, he cer-
tainly kept his word, for the depart-
ment of justice never received any in-
formation from him. Neither did we
receive information from the presi-
dent nor from any of the suboodinate
officers of the department of corpora-
tions."
Fuel Scarce and Seventy Below.
A week ago there. was a wood fam
Inc at Dawson and tp etemperaturs
rtgistered 76 below zero. Unoccu-
pied Cabins weer torn down and used
for fuel Phe coldest official reCord
before the present winter was made
on January ts, osor, when the ther-
mometer touched 68 degrees below,
vahereas this winter it has made a
record of 73. The extreme cold of
the far North and the extreme mild-
ness of winter in this lattitude con-
stitute a weather problem sufficient
lo baffle tile best experts.
THE ORACLE SPEAKS.
Shucks! Cali this here cold? •
WY I kin reckerteckt 'way back
in '51—
Er it '52?—well. anyway,
The merkery it go so dad hinged kor
We had Us git a spyglass fer to
see it.





En' Josh, our hired man,
He'd start out frum the`barti
A-avhis'lin' "Mutiny Musk."
En' not a gosh-hinged note
sound
Ontil Ire got inside the haouse.
Then, first you knowed.
You'd bear the tune a thawin' out.
En' right off quick
The huff blamed piece play itself.
Froze, don't yet see, aout in the air,






En' aigs wuz fetevin'
Dollar twenty tents a dozen.
Betsy Jane. woe speckled
Hen, she laid an aig one day,
En' started in to cackle.
Her cackle frove'm sons she
Let it emit.
En' that there disapp'inteff hen.
Not, been no noise
Went off an' hung 'herself,
Heart-broke.
That's groat blamed cold..
bats, fez three
caow uv our'n
ice cream the hail
ma'
the bens st opped
HIGH LICENSE A.V
FOR WINDY .cPri,•
Chicago, Ill, Feb. 7.—The *towsaloon question is now up to the city
council. At its meeting yesterday
the license committee recommendedthe ordinance providing for 'higher
license for passage. Only one
amendment to the ordinance was
made and that allowed the making
of two payments instead of one up-on the license. The ordinance as tee
ommended by the license committee
was reported into the city councillast night. A minority report of the
license committee which favored
making the license fee $t5oo insteadof $1,000 and allowing three pay-ments instead of two was also sentin. The report was presented byAlderman James Dailey, of theFourth ward and was supported bysix members of the license commit.tee.
Cool, but Fashionable.
(I.ondon Tit-Bits.)
Cynic t savagely)—They say the
fashionable mother of today recog-nizes he baby by looking at thenurse.
Fashionable modser (unmoved)—How extraordinarily clever, Whenone changes nurses so often.





Testimony Heard and There Sub-
mitted to Court the Action of
Worten Against City.
In the circuit court yesterday Judge
W. K. Reed dismissed the suit of
Mary E. Allison, executrix of the H.
C. (Doc.) Allison estate, against the
Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance corn-
pal, wherein plintiff sought to col-
lect a $5,000 pokey on his life in that
company. The dismissal means a de
cision for the company. ,
It seems that Mr. took the
policy out in the c about
five years ago, but d7=1 pay the
Premium for some montits 'before hi•
death. After his demise * estate
sued the company for colleetic!n, on
Ihç grottnd that despite the fin the
premium had not been paid, the
policy was still in full force and
effect, because the assured libotrld
participate in the "extended insur-
ance." That is the cash sureend,r
POPULAR WANTS
FOR RENT—See-room cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office. 
valueworth of the policy carried it
along for many more months, without
the premium being paid, Judge Reed
in his decision though states the
polity did not have in it any pro-
vision about an "extended insurance"
featnre which ,could not be taken ad-
vantage of under ordinary circum-
stances for eight years, w6ile 'Allison
.had been holding the policy only
about five years. On the judge find-
ing for the defendant, the plaintiff
asked for a new trial, and on this
'being overruled, the litigation is car-
ried to the appellate bench.
There was dismissed without prej-
udice the suit of J. H. Petty, admin-
istrator of George Petty, against the
United States Health and Accident
company, for $aco. The deceased
had a policy in this company which
re fused to pay, when he died, and
'his administrator sued for collection,
but now withdraws the action.
tilerndors-Carter and company were
given judgment for 480.90 against M.
Livingston and company, for goods
plaintiff sold defendant, and for
which the tatter refused to pay.
No. E. Cochran was ordered to pay
into court the sum of $240.6c, in the
suit of Leib company gainst Gihnore
Bros. Laib sold Gilmore some plumb-
ing material at Cairo. Gihnore did
work for Cochran here and Laib at-
tached Gilineee's money in Cochran's
hands, and the Patter now pays it into
court.
Weille & Son were given judg-
ment for $39.62 against Samuel D.
Lowe for clothing defendant bought
of plaintiff.
Master •Ccmwrissioner Cecil Reed
lodged a deed transferring property
tinjosepls Kaufman in the suit of the
Western Asylum. against Miry A.
Purchase.
Hallie E. Chiles was given her
dower interest in property left by her
late thn,sband-T. B. Chiles, who made














missinners were appointed by the •
court to divide the land
The judge yesterday beard ,the in-
junction' suit Of Merkie (Worten
against the City of Paducah, arid now
'has same under advisement, hie opin-
ion being expected any time. Worten
claims the second'claae,,qity Charter
says the board of eity' supervisors
shall fix the value of real estate for
municipal tax purposes, and then not
change these assessments, extent
where insprovements have been made,
for a period of four years. The'
Padu,cah supervisors meet every year
though. and change the assessments,
and Worten claims he should not be •
made pay taxes except on the figure
originally set. He seelds to restrain
the city government from compelling










Book and lyrics by Richard Carle.
Mupie by Rot. Hood Bowles.
With the original New York Theatre







The cute village cut-up
Girls
Prices: 25C, 35C, 50C, 75C, $1 00 and
Si so




Beginning Tuesday night and balance




The new program is replete with in-
cluding absolutely the only Au-
thentic 
humor and knowledge, in-
Frank 
,Dudley.
Company of ac Superlative Artists









and many other exclaim timely and
superb scenes of Modern Life and
History at Home and Abroad
PRICES:—Matinee, children zsc:
PRICES: MMatinee, children 15c;
adults 25C Night Prices: 25c, 35c
and soc.
Seats on male Thursday at 9 a. m.
Hiez-Class Vaudeville Specialties.
Illustrated songs and motion pictures
Solid carload special scenery
Ladies Free Tuesday Night
Usual Conditions.
SEATS ON SALE MANDAY
PRICES: Matinee. children :oc:
Adults 20C Melt, to 20 and. 3oc.
Box seat soc
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn- 
Paducah Transfer Company'ished or trnfurnished, at The Inn onNorth Seventh street; a most desira-
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
FOR RENT—One furnished room
way. Apply at areretary's office in
at Eagles' Home, Sixth and Broad-
onroe
ones lcFOR RENT—Five-room cottage,
219 South Fifth street. -L. G. Orme.
FOR RENT—Unftrrnished Moms
for light housekeeping at st3 North
,Sixth street; phone 1502 All, mod-
ern improvements in house.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write Few-fish. For informatiOe
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond Home, Paducah, Ky.
(Incor ziorated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and M
And Household Goods. Roth '9h
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well &
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, ▪ Residence Phone 7;6.
TRAD[WAT[11 COAL NLUUMTP 1 23C BIluSIIHEL
PR.OMPT DELIVERY. BOTH PWINYLS 254`rn,
Foot of
rriele? West Kent Coal Cotick •
Incorporated.11111111•111111.1111e
.4111111111111111111111110111012M, 
' .'
